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1. Introduction 

“While the quality of ESL reading textbooks has improved dramatically in recent years, the 

process of selecting an appropriate text has not become any easier for most teachers and 

administrators” (Wen et al., 2011).   As one of the important facets of any educational 

context, textbooks have always been considered as a crucial basis underlying teachers' 

decision making on what to teach and how to teach, and for learners' general achievement. 

Cunningsworth (1984) mentioned that most teachers use published teaching materials during 

their teaching practice. No matter where they teach, what they teach and to whom, they 

use any course book or other published material since it is time and money saving. Therefore, 

they should evaluate these materials to make sound judgments and to reach significant 

decisions about them. 

 

However, several restrictions would appear like the institution regulations which should be 

followed by teachers. However, even in these situations, language teachers can feel free to 

teach effectively. McDonough and Shaw (1998) refer to the fact that these teachers may be 

“interested in evaluation as a useful process in its own right, giving insight into the 

organizational principles of the materials and helping them to keep up with the developments 

in the field.” (p. 65). As a result, all teachers evaluate the materials they use in the classroom at 

one point or another. 

 

Moreover, textbooks are tools in the hands of the teacher who must know not only how to use 

them, but also why it is useful. The value of published materials for English language teaching 

(ELT) available in the market makes selecting the right textbook a challenging task. Moreover, 

the selection of a particular main textbook reflects an executive educational decision in 

which there is considerable professional, financial, and even political investment. As Richards 

(2010) asserted, textbooks are key elements in most language programs. In some situations, 

textbooks provide the opportunity for much of the language input learners receive and the 

language practices that occur in the classroom. They may delineate the content of lessons, 

the balance of skills taught, and the kinds of language tasks students actively use.  

 

In other situations, textbooks may initially serve to supplement teachers’ instruction. For L2 

learners, textbooks may provide a major source of contact they have with the target 

language, besides the input provided by the teacher. In the case of novice teachers, 

textbooks may also be used as a form of teacher training, that is, they provide ideas on how 

to plan and teach lessons as well as formats that teachers can use (Richards, 2010). All these 

facts emphatically refer to the necessity of course book evaluation. 

 

 

ABSTRACT 
One of the important facets of any educational context is the evaluation of the textbooks used for 

instructional purposes. Having done so, teachers’ decision making would be a valid predicting tool 

in diagnosing the potential problems of the learners.  Therefore, in this paper a popular EAP book 

which is used in many language schools and universities in Iran is thoroughly evaluated. Through 

reviewing different frameworks proposed for course book evaluation by scholars worldwide, the 

model of McDonough and Shaw (2003) was selected since it contained a comprehensive 

evaluation criteria including both internal as well as external ones. The final results revealed that 

the book has optimal internal and external qualities and popularity among the learners and their 

instructors. However, minor shortcomings specifically the ones related to internal evaluation of the 

book were highlighted. For example, one of the shortcomings regarding internal evaluation was 

the lack of eye-catching features in the book. In fact, visual features and aids of ELT textbooks and 

especially EAP ones are among the most important characteristics of such materials. Some other 

shortcomings are discussed in detail as well.    

 

 Keywords: internal evaluation, external evaluation, materials development, EAP  
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1. A deeper perspective on course book evaluation 

Among all these factors, it seems that the first and the most important reason for evaluating 

the course book is highlighted by Hutchinson and Waters (1987) who, after stating that 

evaluation is “a matter of judging the fitness of something for a particular purpose” (p.96), 

continued with an elaboration of their intention: 

…Given a certain need, and in the light of the resources available, which 

out of a number of possibilities can represent the best solution? Evaluation is, 

then, concerned with relative merit… In any kind of evaluation, the decision 

finally made is likely to be the better for being based on a systematic check 

of all the important variables…  (1987, p.96) 

 

Therefore, evaluation of materials is concerned with finding the best solution among the 

available resources. Moreover, there is no absolute solution to fit the required purpose, but 

different degrees of fitness in materials evaluation.  As a matter of fact, it is important to find 

the best choice for the intended purpose and a careful evaluation would be the most 

effective way to guarantee the effectiveness of the alternative because it “can save a lot of 

expense and frustration” (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). 

 

Moreover, the final benefit of text book evaluation was explained by Tomlinson (2003). He 

stated that doing evaluations formally and discreetly can eventually contribute to the 

development of an ability to conduct principled informal evaluations quickly and effectively 

when the occasion requires (e.g., when asked for an opinion of a new book; when deciding 

which materials to buy in a bookshop; when editing other peoples' materials). 

 

2. The role of the teacher in course book evaluation 

Although the main task of teachers is to engage students with “material which is relevant and 

engaging” (Harmer, 2002, p. 39), they also need to familiarize themselves with material 

development and evaluation. On the other hand, the available material “can serve as a 

support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in confidence” (Cunningsworth, 

1995, p. 7). However, when teachers are constrained by time limits to develop their own 

course book, they can evaluate the available ones and use the ones “which they can have 

confidence in” (Harmer, 2002, p. 304). Masuhara (2006) believes that material development 

can help teachers develop books professionally. They can become more creative, more 

effective, and more critical in their teaching methods and can better help their students to 

learn effectively. In this way, they can make the learning and teaching process “more fun, 

refreshing, and worthwhile” (p. 40).  

 

Course book development assists teachers in trying to know their students, their needs, wants, 

and goals. It can help teachers familiarize themselves with teaching, with learning theories, 

and with their application in the classroom. In this way, teachers can figure out what their own 

potential, limits, and abilities are in conveying knowledge and consequently boosting their 

confidence in their skills. 

 

Furthermore, one of the main issues that has been a matter of contention among educators 

for a long time is whether to use teacher-made teaching materials, the anti-textbook view 

(Kramsch, 1987), or commercially prepared teaching materials, the pro-textbook view 

(Allwright, 1981) in language classes. Within this framework, Harwood (2005) studied various 

anti-textbook arguments in the literature and made a distinction between strong and weak 

anti-textbook views. According to this proposition, the strong view advocates the 

abandonment of any type of commercially prepared materials in language classes while the 

weak view “finds materials in their current state to be unsatisfactory in some way, but has no 

problem with the textbook in principle” (Harwood, 2005, p. 150). In other words, the weak anti-

textbook view holds that teaching materials should be selected carefully through evaluative 

reviews based on the rationale of language teaching and learning and the ones which are 

supported by practical experience.  

 

Rather than the experience of teachers in selecting appropriate materials for the learners or 

developing new ones, several criteria are mentioned by Korthagen, Loughran, and Russell 
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(2006) which dully provide guidelines and possibilities to reconstruct teachers’ intuition and 

understanding for a better participation in course book design.  

 Principle 1: learning about teaching and course book development involves 

continuously conflicting and competing demands of the learners (both in theory and 
in practice)  

 Principle 2: learning about teaching of the course books demands a view of 

knowledge as a subject to be created rather than as a created subject (teachers’ 
main role in the development of the course book or adaptation) 

 Principle 3: The important fact in the text books is a shift in focus from the curriculum to 

the learner (better not to use predesigned textbooks but an adaptation of the book 
towards the learners needs) 

 Principle 4: Teacher’s continuous research in designing is much appreciated 

 Principle 5: Working with peers is a fundamental concept in course book design 

 Principle 6: In the development of the course book, meaningful relationships for the 

exchange of knowledge should be established among schools, universities and 
student teachers  

Therefore, teachers as creative agents in developing, adopting and adapting text books can 

follow the above mentioned principles for a better provision of meaningful text to the learners. 

 

3. Criteria for course book evaluation 

In evaluating ELT materials, as Williams (1983) asserted, we associate a view of language and 

pedagogy to a set of criteria. A general criterion might cover considerations of methodology, 

learners’ needs, teachers and the target community in which the language is taught. The 

above considerations vary in different cultures and learning contexts. It should be 

acknowledged that no textbook is perfect and it is the teachers’ role to compensate 

shortcomings of textbooks through the use of other materials based on needs analysis of 

language learners (p.251). 

 

As mentioned by Tomlinson (2011), materials evaluation can be objective, if it includes analysis 

of content of materials; subjective, if it includes either exploration of what is required from 

users (analysis of tasks and what learners are expected to do) or subjective inference on 

materials.  Various checklists were offered by different scholars.  The following textbook 

evaluation checklist was offered by Williams (1983): 

Any ESL/EFL textbook should:  

 Give introductory guidance on the presentation of language items and skills (general 

fact)  

 Suggest techniques for teaching pronunciation   

 Teach grammar in a meaning oriented paradigm 

 Distinguish the different purposes and skills involved in the teaching of vocabulary 

(vocabulary related issue)  

 Provide guidance on the initial presentation of passages for reading comprehension 

(Reading related issue)  

 Offer guidelines and devices for composition exercises   

 Contain appropriate pictures, diagrams, tables, etc. (Williams, p.253) 

Another measure of textbook effectiveness was offered by TESOL which stated that effective 

textbooks must cover the following considerations (Soleimani & Dabbaghi (2012) :   

 They should be up-to-date 

 They should contain relevant content. 

 They should consider the linguistic and cultural diversity of students. 

 The layout and formatting (including font size) should be suitable for students.  

 Visuals and graphics should be clear and culturally sensitive. 

 They should present clear, authentic and appropriate audiovisual materials. 

 They should address a variety of learning styles. 
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 They should be usable with a variety of grouping strategies.  

 They should contain exercises in which learners share previous experience with prior 

knowledge of the content. 

 

Furthermore, Rea-Dickens and Germaine (1992) believe that teaching materials should be 

defined in the following way before they are evaluated:  

 

1. What can materials mean to teachers?  

 Does the teacher confine herself/himself solely to the textbook or does the teacher 

refer to other sources like a teacher’s guide, video, listening tapes, etc.?  

 Does the teacher distinguish between traditional materials meant for teaching/ 

learning purposes and authentic materials?  

 Does the teacher use materials created by teachers and learners?  

2. The relation between materials and the social context:  

 What roles are the materials likely to play?  

 What goals and objectives are the materials likely to accomplish?  

3. How are the materials to be used?  

 Are the materials the only resource for teaching?  

 Are they one of several other resources? 

 

Like all the above-mentioned checklists, the literature is overwhelmed with different criteria 

and observations for material adoption, adaptation and development. Whatever the 

checklists would be available for teachers, as Sheldon (1988, cited in Baleghizadeh & Rahimi, 

2011) states, the selection of a textbook is an indicator of an educational decision in which 

there is considerable professional, financial, and even political investment. Through 

evaluation, teachers will become familiar with the content of available textbooks and 

recognize the weaknesses and strengths of each.  Generally, in this study, the following criteria 

were taken into consideration for the evaluation of “English Grammar in Use” for intermediate 

students:  

a) Physical properties: In this part, importance is given to the presentational aspects of the 

course book like layout, design, print quality etc. 

 

b) Functional properties: Here the focus is on learning objectives, in which consideration is 

given to the activities, whether they are analytical or experiential. 

 
4. Course book evaluation: English Grammar in Use 

The model applied in this paper was adapted from McDonough & Shaw’s (2003). This model 

mainly involves two stages. First, external evaluation that examines the organization of 

materials stated by the author or the publisher including claims made on the cover page and 

information in the introduction and in the table of contents. This kind of evaluation gives 

information about the intended audience, the proficiency level, the context of use, 

presentation and organization of materials, and authors' opinion about language and 

methodology, use of audio-visual materials, vocabulary list(s) and index, cultural aspects, tests 

and exercises included in the book. Second, internal evaluation in which the following factors 

are examined: a) the presentation of the skills, b) the grading and sequence of the materials, 

c) authenticity or artificiality of the listening materials, d) authenticity or artificiality of the 

speaking materials, e) appropriateness of tests and materials, and f) appropriateness of the 

materials for different learning styles and claims made by the authors for self-study. 

 

5.1 External evaluation 

As was mentioned above, the evaluated book was “English Grammar in Use” by Raymond 

Murphy. The book was published in 1994 and contains 350 pages. Of course, the book has 

been reprinted several times, but this edition was the main focus in this paper. The book is 

actually designed for students who need help with English grammar.  

Besides, it can also be used without the help of the teacher. It mainly concentrates on those 

structures which intermediate students want to use but which often cause difficulty for them. 

The units are not in order of difficulty, so it is not intended for students to work through the 
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book from beginning to end. As a matter of fact each student may have a different learning 

problem. Therefore, the book can be used as a self-study guide as well.  

There are 136 units in the book. Each unit of them that concentrates on a particular grammar 

point is displayed on two facing pages. On the left there are explanations and examples, on 

the right, there are exercises. At the end of the book there is a key for the learners to check 

their answers to the exercises. There are also seven appendices at the end of the book and 

they contain irregular verbs, summaries of verb forms, spelling and American English form. 

Finally, there is a detailed index following the appendices.  

 

Concisely, McDonough & Shaw (2003) presented the following criteria for the external 

evaluation of a textbook which are evaluated in this study as well:  

 Intended audience   

 Context  

 Presentation and organization of materials 

 Core & Supplementary  materials 

 Vocabulary list/index   

 Visual materials   

 Layout   

 Audio/video Materials   

 Tests   

 

The intended audience: We need to ascertain who the materials are targeted at, whether it is 

about teenagers aged 13 and upwards or adults, for example. The topics that will motivate 

one audience will probably not be suitable for another.  For this book, the audience was 

undergraduate BA university students who were studying English Literature.  

 

The context in which the materials are to be used: We need to establish whether the materials 

are for teaching general learners or perhaps for teaching English for Academic Purpose (EAP). 

In this case, the course book was chosen as an EAP book for upper-intermediate or advanced 

English students.  

 

How the language can be presented or organized into teachable units /lessons: The materials 

will contain a number of units / lessons and their respective lengths need to be kept in mind 

when deciding how and if they will fit into a given educational program. This book contains 

136 units. This means there are a large number of units but since they are not sequenced 

according to their level of difficulty, the students can selectively follow the ones that they find 

useful according to their needs.  

 

The next evaluation is whether the materials are to be used as the main “core” course or 

supplementary to it. As was mentioned before, this book could be used as a self-study 

grammar book, or teachers could also find it as additional course material in case further work 

on grammar was necessary. Moreover, there was a list of vocabulary/ index at the end of the 

book.  

 

The book also contained several visual materials. In some units, grammatical words were 

introduced by pictures and captions, or the dialogues in the exercise were pictured by two 

girls or boys. Unfortunately, they were not colored. Furthermore, for teaching some 

grammatical parts charts and diagrams were included as well. The layout of the book is very 

clear and organized and there is no trace of audio material in the book. The tests in each unit 

were mostly achievement tests. 

 

5.2 Internal evaluation 

For internal evaluation, the following criteria were taken into consideration.  

 

 The presentation of skill(s) 

The book is based on teaching grammar skills and this is very well supported. The author, in the 

“to the teacher” section, claims that this book can serve both as a basis for revision and as a 
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means for practicing new structures. Throughout the whole book, these factors are 

emphasized as well as through the introduction and practice of new grammatical points.  

 The grading & sequencing of the material 
Reviewing the units shows that specific and clear grading is not apparent.  There is no grading 

and sequencing in this book due to the fact that it is designed as a resource book for learners. 

Therefore, whenever they need help in their writing or speaking they can refer to the book to 

solve their problems. The book also states that some advanced learners who have problems 

with grammar will also find the book useful.  

 

 The type of material 

Materials were mostly instructional. Each unit starts with an introduction of a grammatical 

point. Then immediately after the introduction, an example which contains that point is 

included. In other situations, examples are more contextualized. A situation like a sunny or 

rainy day is expressed to teach must and must not. Sometimes two students have a dialogue 

about a specific issue and the new grammatical point is embedded in their talking. At the 

end of the unit, some notes or hints are introduced for the learners. In this way they can be 

familiarized with the exceptions in the language as well.  

 

 Tests and exercises. 

The exercises are mainly fill in the blank types, matching or open ended questions. However, 

nothing new is introduced in the exercises. All are exactly based on the grammatical point 

taught on the opposite page. Therefore, learners can check whether they master the English 

grammar or not. The exercises are properly contextualized as well. However, if there were 

more open-ended activities and role plays at the end of the exercises, it could be more 

beneficial for the learners.  

 

 Transparent enough to motivate both students & teachers 

According to McDonough and Shaw (2003) a book should be attractive for both teacher and 

learner. Reviewing this book indicates that it can meet the learners’ needs. However, it is not 

motivating for the learners because of a monotonous succession of new units plus exercises. 

Moreover, the white and black presentation of the materials increases the monotonous 

presentation of the book.  

 

6. Conclusion 

In this article, “English Grammar in Use” was evaluated as one of the EAP course books of 

English literature students at university. Based on the criteria developed by McDonough and 

Shaw (2003), the book has optimal internal and external qualities and favored good 

popularity among the learners and their instructors. However, one of the shortcomings with 

regards to its internal evaluation was its lack of eye-catching feature. In fact, visual features 

and aids of ELT textbooks and especially EAP ones are among the most important 

characteristics of such materials. Their importance has been discussed in many works. 

According to Dudley-Evans and St. John (1998), key graphic representations such as lists, 

columns, tables, matrices, tree diagrams, flow charts and mind maps can be very helpful in 

extracting and reorganizing the information in EAP textbooks.  

 

For a textbook to be of high quality, both the software, i.e. the content and organization, and 

hardware, i.e. the physical appearance, should be in an appropriate order. In his terms, visual 

information including graphics, photos, charts, diagrams, etc. as well as clear layout and 

appropriate face-validity are the necessary features of EAP textbooks. Hutchinson and Waters 

(1987) insist that the materials should avoid the assembly line approach which makes each 

unit look the same, with the same type of text, the same kind of illusion, the same type and 

number of exercises. Actually the problem observed in this text book was the common 

succession of the units which lack any variability and innovation. All 136 units favored the 

same organization and the same appearance with no creativity of the author.  

 

Also teaching materials should place a strong emphasis on contextual factors of the local 

culture. Even in EAP text books when their specific focus is on the grammar, the culture as an 

integral part of language teaching should be taken into consideration. The key point here is 
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that within the process of curriculum design, materials development and evaluation certain 

factors such as the political climate, traditional beliefs, and cultural values of the local context 

should be taken into account (McLaughlin, 1996). These two points were the main 

shortcomings of the text book and based on the observations, the mentioned book favored 

all other criteria as being an appropriate book for these learners. 

  

However, one cannot prescribe a particular method and curriculum of teaching for a 

particular EAP class. The kind of materials, the objectives of the courses and the nature of the 

students are the factors that must be accounted for in any EAP textbooks development. 
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1. Introduction 

What are the distinguishing characteristics of an optimal ESP lesson?  Given the number of 

years and journals that the field of TESOL and language teaching in general have devoted to 

the exploration of ESP and language for specific purposes, that would seem to be an easy 

question to answer. The field has taken a big step recently with a new model of program-wide 

assessmentof an ESP program based on Tsou and Chen’s (2014) research-based program 

evaluation process. However, to date no observation instrument exists to measure optimal 

instruction in individual ESP classrooms or in individual lesson plans.  

 

For the Centro Cultural Nicaragüense Norteamericano (CCNN) in Managua, Nicaragua, this 

poses a problem. CCNN has developed an ESP program for hotel and restaurant workers in 

the cities of Managua and Granada and in the village of El Castillo with the economic and 

logistical support of local hotel and restaurant managers and owners. Since the program’s 

launch in July 2014, the classes have been filled with students. The program is on the verge of 

growth. The program will soon include more teachers who have no experience with ESP and 

have learned to teach in English for General Purpose contexts, where curriculum, pedagogy 

and assessment are more loosely linked to needs-analysis. Given the fundamental role that 

needs analysis plays in ESP teaching, this difference is significant.  For CCNN, it is imperative to 

ensure quality across the ESP classrooms and locations. What characteristics should teachers 

and administrators look for to plan and evaluate ESP lessons?  

 

A rating tool to assist with this need has not been previously created; however, a precedent 

exists in English for Academic Purposes in United States’ K-12 classrooms in the form of the 

Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP), a tool developed by Short and Echevarria 

(1999) and continually updated (c.f. Echevarria, Vogt and Short, 2012). The model was 

created by first considering what the literature in language teaching suggested as the key 

elements necessary for successful language teaching, then filtering this through the 

researchers’ own experiences as teachers and researchers, and finally, gathering feedback 

from other teachers as the model was used to assess ESL instruction. Subsequently, the model 

developed through discussion to ultimately include 30 factors (listed in the Appendix of Short 

and Echevarria, 1999) that were found to be crucial to creating an optimal environment for 

U.S. K-12 English for Academic Purposes learning. By using the tool, teachers planned and 

delivered better lessons, and student learning increased, and administrators were able to 

measure change and development (Echevarria, Vogt and Short, 2012).  

 

What CCNN and other ESP programs like it need is the clarification of the key features 

required for optimal learning in classrooms designed to prepare students for specific work 
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environments. Launching an initiative much like the creation of the SIOP tool but on a far 

smaller scale, the author has drafted an initial observation protocol for ESP lessons. Similar to 

Short and Echevarria’s (1999) process, first, a review of the recent research findings in the 

literature in ESP learning environments was used to look for key features identified. Then, these 

findings were considered in light of the features that appeared to be significant in qualitative 

class observations and interviews with teachers, students, stakeholder employers, and 

program administrators in an English for Tourism program in Nicaragua resulting in subsequent 

changes to the tool. In this paper, I unveil the initial form of the assessment and planning tool. 

Hopefully, discussion that follows this publication as well as future research and exploration 

with the tool will bring it to the shape most useful to ESP teachers and administrators.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Step One: Literature Review 

Articles for this literature review were located using specific criteria. Only articles that were 

either original research reports or that offered additional insights based on research carried 

out by others were included. In addition, solely articles that clearly focused on preparing 

students to enter workplace environments in which English would be used were included. This 

meant that, for example, articles focusing on preparing students for later reading and writing 

in discipline-specific courses were not included.  Articles that investigated the use of 

technologies (e.g. concordances) were not included as the author desired to create a tool 

that could be used across environments—including those without access to internet or 

electricity. Only articles whose findings clearly suggested implications for optimal features in 

the ESP classroom were included.   

 

Saturation of the literature was attempted in a three-step process. First, the archives of an 

initial list of journals dedicated to English for Specific Purposes (or that quite often include ESP 

research) were consulted for a ten-year period from 2005-2014. In this initial phase, the 

following established journals were examined: English for Specific Purposes (no stated country 

affiliation), The Asian ESP Journal (representing Asia, Africa and the Middle East), The RELC 

Journal (housed in Singapore) and English for Specific Purposes World (Russia).In addition, the 

archives of three relatively-new journals were analysed as well for relevant articles. These 

included the Journal of Teaching English for Specific and Academic Purposes (Serbia), ESP 

Today English for Specific Purposes at the Tertiary Level (Serbia), and ARTESOL-ESP (Argentina).  

 

Journals in English or language teaching that occasionally include articles about ESP or 

language for specific purposes were included in the literature review in the following way. The 

archives from 2010 to 2014 were searched with the key words ‘ESP’, ‘English for specific from 

purposes’ and ‘language for specific purposes’. TESOL Quarterly and the Modern Language 

Journal (scholarly journals) and English Teaching Forum (a practical journal) were included in 

this way. The scholarly journals yielded very little to the review. I would echo Diane Belcher’s 

(2006) admonition that scholarly journals tend to publish insights about ESP based on very 

privileged research practices and teaching contexts (e.g. English for law at large universities); 

what this author sought were findings based on experiences that could translate across a 

variety of ESP teaching environments.  

 

Finally, research reports that were discovered incidentally (e.g. a promising and relevant 

article that was mentioned in a selected study) were included as well, leading to the inclusion 

of articles previous to 2005 or in journals beyond this list.  

 

An ongoing theoretical memo was kept throughout the literature review denoting the 

features that were mentioned in research outcomes as well as the researchers who came to 

these conclusions. As the memo was developed, categories for the features were formed, 

grouping them in a logical fashion. The resulting list of categories and features were then 

analyzed in terms of their connections with real experience by considering them through the 

filter of the author’s and stakeholders’ perspectives in an ESP program in Nicaragua.  
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2.2. Step Two: Qualitative Investigation of an ESP Teaching Environment 

In July 2014 over a three-week period, the author investigated the newly-launched English for 

Tourism program designed and administered by the Centro Cultural Nicaragüense 

Norteamericano (CCNN), located in the capital city Managua.  The program provided English 

education to (mostly current) employees in the hotel and restaurant industries. The program 

was a collaboration with local hotel and restaurant managers/owners, who assisted with 

tuition for their employees, provided flexible work schedules to allow class attendance, in 

many cases provided meeting spaces for the classes in their businesses and encouragement 

and enthusiasm to their employees about the program. The program operated at three sites: 

in Managua and in Granada (cities) and in El Castillo (a small village on the Rio San Juan).  

Tourism flourished in all three places, bringing about the need for employees to communicate 

with native-English speakers at times. One teacher taught in the program in Managua; two 

taught in Granada; a third teacher taught in El Castillo.  The author carried out some guest 

teaching assistance at the Granada site, providing an additional participant-observation 

experience and data.  

 

2.3. Procedure  

Interviews were carried out using an interview protocol with open-ended questions designed 

to investigate the participants’ perspectives on the significance of English in their own lives, its 

usefulness in current work situations in Nicaragua, their perspectives on the important features 

in the teaching of English for Tourism, and their evaluation of CCNN’s English for Tourism 

program. Participants were offered the choice of being interviewed in English or Spanish by 

the author. All interviews were audiotaped, transcribed and, if necessary, translated into 

English.  In addition, a class observation was carried out at each of the three sites, with three 

different instructors observed. These observations were audiotaped (and later transcribed and 

translated, as necessary) and fieldnoteswere taken during the observations and consulted in 

the analysis stage. 

 

Data across interviews and observations at these sites in Nicaragua was then analyzed to 

search for matches and mismatches between the features suggested as significant in ESP 

teaching and those named or demonstrated by the participants. Theoretical memos detailing 

these matches/mismatches were developed and are reported in the findings section.  

 

      2.4 Participants 

Participants included students in the program, instructors and course designers, program 

administrators, and business owners who were supportive of the program. Twelve students 

across the three sites were interviewed in Spanish. Three instructors and one course designer 

were interviewed as were two program administrators, and six hotel and restaurant 

managers/owners across the three sites. All these interviews were carried out in English. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Category: Focus of lesson 

Recent research studies ground the basis for optimal ESP instruction in building courses upon 

needs analyses of the target-language situations (e.g. the interactions that occur at hotel 

reception desks). ESP courses need to be built on this foundation of what is actually needed in 

students’ future contexts. These needs analyses should include gathering information from  

potential employers and professionals in the field as their insights are likely to vary from 

teachers’ intuitions about what is valued (Bouzidi, 2009; Wang and Sun, 2014). Although 

students in the course may vary in their goals and target-situations, needs analyses and the 

resulting lessons should be as narrowly focused as is possible; in other words, make the lessons 

as specific as possible given students’ goals (Basturkmen, 2003; Pattanapichet and Chinokul, 

2011). Task-based instruction and/or problem-based teaching is the pedagogy most likely to 

give students opportunities to use the language for real job-tasks they will need in their 

professions (Bosuwonand Woodrow, 2009; Lo and Sheu, 2008; Lytovchenko, 2009; Musa et al., 

2011; Sanguanngarm, 2011; Wax, 2014). Instructors can scaffold these challenging tasks or 

problems for students by breaking them down into logical parts that learners can then 

understand and master (Stocker and Reddad, 2013). Finally, since ESP courses are (usually) 

preparing students for career situations rather than simply for the use of English, courses should 
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include information about professional expertise and perspective beyond merely the use of 
the language (Zhang, 2007).  

 

The value of the ESP program in Nicaragua was that it truly supported students with the skill 

development they needed in their professions. It did so principally by focusing in a very 

strategic way on the very tasks that students needed to carry out “to manage the specific 

language needs to perform their specific jobs” as one of the course designers stated 

(Interview, July 21, 2014). In fact, the course was built upon the foundation of a needs analysis 

carried out by a program administrator who had surveyed hotel and restaurant owners to 

analyze their needs (Interview, July 22, 2014).  

 

However, the program went beyond offering merely the language needed by hotel and 

restaurant employees to grow in their professions; it provided a deeper sense of what optimal 

customer service looks like. A program administrator shared that a significant element in the 

course design was the practice of bringing stakeholders into the classroom so that they could 

share their perspectives on good service: “The idea is to bring guests… native speakers… real 

tourists into the classroom and share with us the needs that they consider that we need to 

fulfill” (Interview, July 21, 2014).Exploring what quality service and communication looks like 

was an integral part of the course. An instructor said, “We are preparing them to use their skills 

in their jobs… They will be able to offer better service….You can’t say, ‘I speak English; give me 

a job.’ You also have to know about the business. You have to truly understand what it means 

to provide good service to customers” (Interview, July 21, 2014).The teacher noted that 

although the teaching of professional critical thinking was not a stated part of the course, he 

realized that it should be included. During a class observation, this instructor demonstrated 

providing this kind of feedback to students by helping them think through what good 

customer service looked like in different situations and providing feedback on their choices. 

Many students pointed out the value of learning through the tasks that they had to carry out 

in their employment—and several noted that the course was of benefit to them beyond 

merely the learning of English. One student in Granada stated that the value of the course 

was that it led to “un mayor servicio de calidad” [a better quality of service] (Interview, July 

22, 2014). Several students recognized the efforts to provide a language course that was 

designed to include professional expertise and appreciated the effect on their developing 

professionalism. In addition, hotel and restaurant owners/managers happily noticed the 

growing professionalism of their employees (Interviews, July 21, 2014).  

 

Across the class observations, it was noted that the more closely the classroom tasks were 

connected to relevant specific real-world needs, the more enthusiasm and engagement 

students revealed. Students expressed this enthusiasm in interviews, including one student in 

Managua who explained that the course “es una herramienta práctica para que nosotros 

podamos hacer mejor nuestro trabajo” [It is a practical tool with which we can do our work] 

(Interview, July 24, 2014).   Also, during class observations the instructors demonstrated careful 

and skillful care in breaking tasks into manageable pieces for students, which appeared to be 

an integral aspect of teaching through tasks. Based on the review of current studies and 

analysis of the qualitative data, a category named “Focus of Lesson” was created for the 

observation/planning instrument with four features, which can be found below in Table 1.  

 

1. Lesson is based on the real-world needs of the target-language situation. 

2. Lesson includes task-based or problem-based activities (based on target-language 

tasks). 

3. Lesson breaks task needs into manageable pieces for students. 

4. Lesson includes instruction about professional expertise and critical thinking. 
Table 1. Focus of lesson observation/planning features  

 

3.2 Category: Communicative competence 

Recent research findings strongly support the inclusion of concepts relating to pragmatics in 

ESP lessons. This inclusion is supported on slightly different grounds across many studies. Some 

point to the need for students to have a strong understanding of intercultural differences in 

politeness and the demonstration of friendliness (Gass, 2012). Others suggest that teachers 
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should include information about the role that power relations take in shaping language use 

and choices to empower students with options (Weninger and Kan, 2013).  By including a 

strong focus on pragmatics, including non-verbal communication, students better understand 

what is expected of them in various situations (Blue and Harun, 2003; Bouzidi, 2009; Lo and 
Sheu, 2008; Sanguanngarm, 2011).  

 

Related to pragmatics, discourse competence is emphasized as a key element to include in 

lessons as well.  A logical conclusion based on both Blue and Harun’s (2003) study of the 

English used in hotels and Evans’ (2012) study examining the teaching of email tasks in 

business environments is that teachers should teach entire discourse patterns—how 

communications begin and end and are sustained and change over time. Providing a clear 

example of this distinction, Evans (2012) found that teachers’ instruction of the discourse of 

singular emails did not adequately prepare students for the workplace where they needed to 

know how to participate in the discourse patterns of email chains with sustained 
communication.   

 

Grammatical and strategic competences have not received much attention in recent 

research findings. A conclusion that can be drawn from Garcia Laborda’s (2004) study is that 

grammar should not be the organizing factor of ESP lessons but should be judiciously and 

strategically taught when needed, implicitly when possible. In Garcia Laborda’s comparison 

of two language for specific purposes courses, students were more far more successful when 
explicit focus was placed on strategy development rather than on grammar.  

 

Unlike the lack of emphasis that grammatical competence received in the recent literature, 

the students in this Nicaraguan context emphasized the importance of the inclusion of the skill 

of pronunciation (an aspect of grammatical competence) in the program. This inclusion of 

pronunciation at all three sites gave students confidence. One student in El Castillo stated it 

clearly when he said, “Estoy seguro de lo que estoy diciendo” [I am sure of what I am saying] 

(Interview, July 28, 2014). This feeling was echoed by others who explained that they had lost 

much of their self-consciousness in using their new skills because they felt confident. However, 

pronunciation was handled differently at the course sites. At two of them, pronunciation was 

handled on an incidental basis as issues and strategies arose in the teaching of task-based 

functional language; at the other, pronunciation was handled as a foundation for the course 

with the first weeks devoted to the sub-skill. Students at this site reported that they felt they 

were learning slowly; whereas, at the other sites, they reported feeling that they were learning 

quickly (and were immediately able to put into action what they were learning). Given this 

finding, the author suggests that pronunciation be included in the teaching of grammatical 

competence but that it acts as a balanced complement to the course rather than the focus.  

 

For one instructor, the teaching of pragmatics was very important in his teaching as he 

expressed that he wished to teach in such a way that students were truly prepared for the 

communication that they needed to take part in in hotel and restaurant service. English, he 

explained, was simply one tool that could be useful in this communication. Just as important 

was understanding the appropriateness of expressing certain things, the way that politeness 

varied across cultures, and the ways that we use language to express friendliness. He stated, 

“Every time I have a chance to incorporate culture into the class, I do it” (Interview, July 22, 

2014). Indeed, during a class observation he provided feedback on a student’s response that 

although it was technically correct, it did not “sound friendly” (Fieldnote, July 21, 2014). He 

provided assistance with understanding other options for using language in the situation. 

 

All three teachers spoke of their visions for their students beyond the boundaries of the course 

itself; all desired that the students would gain the strategies that they would need to continue 

learning andwished to make sure their students grew in their understanding of their career 

areas and would have the strategies that they needed to continue growing. For these 

teachers, strategic competence is a key component to quality ESP teaching.  
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None of the participants mentioned the role of discourse competence, but it played a clear 

role in classroom learning during two of the class observations. The instructors explicitly 

discussed how certain interactions began and ended--brief small talk conversations in one 

class (Fieldnote, July 24, 2014) and discussing problems and solutions with guests (Fieldnote, 

July 22, 2014).   

 

Based on the findings from the current studies consulted and the qualitative interview and 

observation data analyzed, the category of “Communicative competence” was formed, 

with each of the four competencies (Pragmatic, Discourse, Grammatical and Strategic) 

included as features. Grammatical is clarified as including pronunciation, and this 

competence is noted as having a supportive rather than central role in the lesson.  The 

resulting features can be seen below in Table 2.  

 
1.Lesson includes any relevant pragmatics (politeness, friendliness, non-verbal communication, 

intercultural information, power relationships). 

2.Complete discourse patterns are taught (e.g. email chains rather than single emails). 

3.Grammar and pronunciation aretaught in direct relation to task-needs but are not the focus of the 

course; grammar teaching is implicit/minimal when possible. 

4.Strategies are explicitly taught. 

Table 2. Communicative competence observation/planning features  

 

3.3 Category: Interaction 

Students should be co-creators in the ESP classroom, according to recent studies. This takes 

two forms, according to research results. First, unlike in most other language teaching 

situations in which well-prepared teachers read a syllabus long before a course begins, in ESP 

the syllabus should be negotiated with students, informed by their ongoing input and 

developing over the course (Lesiak-Bielawska, 2014; Shabaan, 2005; Stocker and Reddad, 

2013; Su, 2009). This implies that lessons themselves are shaped in part by student input; it 

might be the impetus for the lesson, students might cause changes to the lesson according to 

their own expressed needs, or student questions or statements might lead to shaping 

subsequent lessons. In whatever form this occurs, students should have a hand in shaping 

classroom activities to ensure that their needs are being met.  

 

Students should be active in lessons, completing tasks and solving problems, which often looks 

like taking part in role-plays in ESP classrooms. However, unlike the memorized dialogues 

associated with the audio-lingual method, students should create with language in these role-

plays (Ritchie, 2005; Stocker and Reddad, 2013). In this way, students can explore authentic 
communication in the target-situation and begin to discover their own ways of using it.  

 

The teachers and program administrators in the program welcomed the role of students as 

co-creators of the course and accepted the need for a negotiated syllabus. Although all the 

teachers were extremely experienced and organized, they accepted the situation in which 

the course was evolving as students stated needs or demonstrated issues with learning. “It has 

been a big challenge to me,” stated one teacher (Interview, July 24, 2014). Yet, all were 

willing to constantly reshape the class—and thus lessons—according to input from students. 

This choice ensured that the program provided information ‘just in time’ rather than ‘just in 

case’. This is what made the course different from other language courses, according to a 

program administrator—that students were inspired to research on their own and bring these 

understandings or questions back to the class to help shape it themselves (Interview, July 21, 

2014).  

 

In two of the three classrooms, students were engaged in carrying out tasks with each other, 

often in the form of role-plays. Classroom talk time was divided evenly between students and 

teacher, with students often producing language or watching as other students did so. In 

these two classrooms, students were taught functional language but were then encouraged 

to participate in unscripted uses of it, creating their own dialogues. In these two classrooms 

students described the learning as “rápido” [quick] because they were able to apply learning 
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directly to their fields (Interview, July 24, 2014); whereas in the class in which students had not 

yet begun to use role-plays and other interactive tasks in class, they described learning as 

“lento” [slow] (Interview, July 28, 2014). Taking part in active tasks, said one student, meant 

that “…visualizamos el inglés como propio nuestro” [we visualize English like it is ours] (July 22, 

2014). Given the findings from recent literature highlighting the need for students to be 

actively creating with language in the ESP classroom as well as the results of the perspectives 

of these students, this was chosen as a feature in the category entitled “Interaction” for the 

observation/planning instrument. In addition, the role of students as co-creators of lessons was 

included as well.  The resulting chosen features can be seen in Table 3.  

 
1. Students are actively involved in role-plays in which they create with language. 

2. Students co-create the lesson or future lessons by expressing their own needs, resulting in a 
developing negotiated syllabus. 

Table 3. Interaction observation/planning features 

 

3.4 Category: Materials 

A review of the literature finds some cautionary tales about the use of commercial materials. 

To ensure that the particular students in a teacher’s class are ready for the target-language 

situations before them, recent studies suggest that teachers focus lessons on authentic 

materials that students will encounter in the careers rather than on textbooks (Lam et.al., 2014; 

Masoumpanah and Tahririan, 2013; Ritchie, 2005). Dialogues in prepared materials, for 

example, are unlikely to include the spontaneity that occurs in real conversations (Ritchie, 

2005). Materials support more learning success when they are chosen or developed by 

instructors in collaboration with stakeholders in the profession (Masoumpanah and Tahririan, 

2013). Textbooks should be used sparingly, and any prepared materials should critically and 
strategically be considered before being used in the classroom.  

 

The teachers embraced the idea that they needed to be eclectic with the teaching materials 

they used to support their teaching. To meet the needs of the specific students before them, 

the perfect package of teaching materials did not exist. “I had to start my own research, 

looking for videos, looking for vocabulary materials,” explained one teacher (Interview, July 

24, 2014). Another teacher noted that he sought teaching materials to be reflective of the 

real situation in Nicaragua so that students would truly be prepared for their careers 

(Interview, July 22, 2014).  This site-specific teaching leads to the logical inclusion of authentic 

materials in the ESP classroom to ensure relevance. Finally, all the teachers were engaged in 

creating their own materials as well, just as current literature suggests that ESP teachers should.  

 

Several students expressed the need for listening/observing practice outside of classroom. 

These students specifically stated that dialogues to watch or listen to would assist their 

learning. One of the teachers did use videos at times to supplement the course; it was 

students in other classes that expressed this need.  Although extended listening/viewing was 

not included in the current literature findings, it was chosen as one of the features of the 

category of “Materials” to reflect the stated need of the students in this ESP program. In 

addition, focus on the use of authentic materials and the limiting of the use of commercially-

prepared materials were chosen as features as well of the category “Materials,” as can be 

seen below in Table 4.  

 
1. Lesson uses authentic materials from the target-language situation.  

2. Commercially-prepared materials are used very judiciously rather than relied upon.  

3. Students have access to extended practice listening/viewing materials to supplement 
classroom input. 

Table 4. Materials observation/planning features 

 

3.5 Category: Assessment 

Douglas (2001) pointed out a shortcoming with most otherwise well-designed language for 

specific purposes assessments. Although they are based on tasks that mirror the very tasks that 

students will need to perform in their careers (as they should, according to Douglas), the 
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assessment criteria remain in the linguistic world of the teacher. Douglas challenged the field 

to base performance judgments on what matters in the target-language situation to 

stakeholders—not just on the linguistic forms with which the teacher is comfortable. In 

addition, Lo and Sheu’s (2008) study concludes that self-assessment should occur in the ESP 

classroom; in addition, they recommend that self-critique occur through the use of 

audio/video when applicable.  

 

Self-assessment and feedback from the teacher about oral language were topics across the 

interviews with the students. For students, the ongoing assessment of the course that seemed 

most significant to them was in whether they could immediately and successfully put into use 

in the real world what they had learned in the course. Although none of them reported being 

asked to carry out self-assessment, they were already doing it in an informal way. Students in 

Granada had already witnessed their tips improving as they were able to interact with guests 

in English.  In fact, one hotel employee’s manager had received a kind note of appreciation 

from a monolingual English-speaking guest about the employee’s ability to use English to 

understand a problem. The employee used functional language about room problems that 

was taught on a Thursday (with the author acting as an assistant teacher) on the following 

Saturday (Interview, July 22, 2014). Self-assessments such as these seemed to carry great 

weight and meaning with the students. In addition, the students greatly valued the feedback 

that they received on their oral production from the teachers when it occurred. Consistent 

feedback provided the students with confidence that they were speaking clearly and 

accurately in English.  

 

The teachers valued the informal assessment they were able to carry out by the continual use 

of authentic role-plays and tasks in the classroom. One teacher noted that an impromptu 

activity that occurred at the end of a class observation in which the students spontaneously 

asked the author questions about her home, family, work and hobbies demonstrated to the 

teacher that the students “…could do it—they can communicate in small talk with foreigners. 

I have confidence they have mastered it” (Interview, July 24, 2014). Students were consistently 

given opportunities to speak in the lessons by participating in authentic tasks; and this 

provided data to the teachers about their progress and needs.  

 

Given the perspectives of the participants in the Nicaraguan ESP context, it seems imperative 

that self-assessment be built into ESP lessons on a regular basis—whether students are asked to 

rate their performance in-class or out-of-class situations. To those students who are already 

placed in job situations, it appears important to include assessment of out-of-class practical 

applications. Lessons could end with practical role-plays/tasks in which both instructors and 

students are rating their performance (guaranteeing that students receive the regular 

feedback from their instructors they greatly value) and then lead to after-class assignments to 

carry out and self-assess a similar task in the ‘real world’ before the next course meeting.  

Although none of the instructors spoke directly of using professional or stakeholder criteria to 

assess tasks in the ESP classroom, this finding from the literature review was included as a 

feature in the resulting category of “Assessment” as it logically makes sense that effective 

assessments preparing students for work situations would do so. The three features chosen for 

the assessment portion of the observation/planning instrument can be found below in Table 5.  

 
1. Lesson includes informal formative assessments indicating success or failure with lesson 

objectives in which both instructor and student can measure development. 

2. Performance assessments are based on target-language situation tasks.  

3. Assessment criteria are based on what stakeholders and professionals value. 

Table 5. Assessment observation/planning features  

 

The resulting observation and planning instrument can be found in Figure 1 below.  
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ESP Lesson Observation/Lesson Planning Tool 

 

Focus of Lesson 

Demonstrated Comments 

Yes No 

1. Lesson is based on the real-world needs of the target-

language situation. 

   

2. Lesson includes task-based or problem-based activities 

(based on target-language tasks). 

  

3. Lesson breaks task needs into manageable pieces for 

students. 

  

4. Lesson includes instruction about professional expertise and 
critical thinking. 

  

Communicative Competencies 

5. Lesson includes any relevant pragmatics (politeness, 

friendliness, non-verbal communication, intercultural 
information, power relationships). 

   

6. Lesson includes entire discourse patterns (e.g. email chains 
rather than single emails). 

  

7. Grammar and pronunciation are taught in direct relation to 

task-needs but are not the focus of the course; grammar 
teaching is implicit/minimal when possible.  

  

8. Strategies are explicitly taught.   

Interaction 

9. Students are actively involved in role-plays in which they 
create with language. 

   

10. Students co-create the lesson or future lessons by expressing 
own needs creating a developing negotiated syllabus. 

  

Materials 

11. Lesson uses authentic materials from the target-language 
situation.  

   

12. Commercially-prepared materials are used very judiciously 
rather than relied-upon. 

  

13. Students have access to extended practice 
listening/viewing materials to supplement classroom input. 

  

Assessment 

14. Lesson includes informal formative assessments indicating 

success or failure with lesson objectives in which both 
instructor and student can measure development. 

   

15. Performance assessments are based on target-language 
situation tasks. 

  

16. Assessment criteria are based on what stakeholders and 
professionals value. 

  

 Figure 1. 

  

4. Discussion 

Overwhelmingly, the qualitative data gathered through the class observations and interviews 

corresponded with factors noted as important in ESP lessons in recent research studies. There 

were very few mismatches. Most notable was the Nicaraguan students’ statements that they 

would like to have extended listening/viewing opportunities to further practice their listening in 

English whereas recent research has not focused on this element. Also, the students’ 

engagement with self-assessment of their interactions outside of the classroom provides a 

window into understanding what could be a potentially very motivating and authentic 
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element of assessment for ESP teachers.  One surprising element in the data was the students’ 

shared perspectives that certain kinds of learning felt ‘slow’ and others felt ‘fast’; task-based 

activities and role-plays were associated with feeling that one was learning quickly as the 

learning could be applied immediately in the real world. This underscores the importance for 

lessons to be designed around relevant tasks or problems so that students gain this 

perception.  

 

Limitations for this study are clear. The review of recent (2005-2014) studies’ findings related to 

optimal ESP or language for specific purposes instruction may have inadvertently overlooked 

relevant articles or possible entire journals that would add further features to the 

observation/planning instrument as significant elements in ESP classrooms. In addition, the 

qualitative data through which the literature findings were scrutinized were grounded in a 

very particular type of program (English for Tourism in a multi-site program for students who 

were mostly already placed in the field) in a Central American context. Such an investigation 

in a different ESP environment may elicit different perspectives from the stakeholders. 

However, what is needed is a tool that can be used universally to evaluate ESP lessons and 

lesson plans.  

 

5. Conclusion 

As a teacher and teacher-educator, the author has found the existence of an evaluation 

instrument for planning and observingESL lessons immensely helpful. The Sheltered Instruction 

Observation Protocol (Echevarria, Vogt and Short, 2012; Short and Echevarria, 1999) provides 

less-experienced K-12 English for Academic Purposes teachers with a tool they can use to 

ensure that they continually include research-proven features in their lessons, and it provides 

those supervising them with a reliable tool to measure growth and organize discussions about 

changes, when needed. The tool is so useful that it shapes the very way that pre-service 

teachers are trained for K-12 to ensure that the factors that cause the most learning are 
included. The field has greatly improved, one lesson at a time.  

 

The field of ESP is in need of such a tool as well. The author submits this instrument as a first 

attempt to build one on both reported research and qualitative experience. It is hoped that 

program directors and instructors in a variety of ESP programs around the globe will apply this 

tool to lesson planning and lesson observations to explore how it might lead to more optimal 

instruction in courses. It is anticipated that the tool will evolve with use, insight, and discussion 
leading to something that is useful to the general field.  

 

Dr. Gina Mikel Petrie is an associate professor of English as a Second Language in the Modern 

Languages and Literatures Department at Eastern Washington University in Cheney, Washington, where 
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Introduction 

This paper will describe the implementation of pedagogical tasks and reflection tasks aimed 

at the development of both declarative and procedural knowledge on the key issue of 

effective oral presentations for the ESP practitioner. The proposal is anchored on the 

Reflective Model of Professional development described by Wallace (1991,) and based on 

Schön (1983, 1987) and Gibbs (1998; 2001). Some of the tasks are based on Jordan (1997), 

who explores the speaking component of the EAP context and suggests possible tasks for the 

development of effective presentation skills for EAP. 

 

The setting is the EFL Teacher Training Degree Programme at the School of Languages of 

Cordoba State University. This five-year degree programme consists of 34 compulsory courses, 

seven of which are of a pedagogical nature, five being mostly theoretical and two of them 

being teaching practicums. That is to say, the teaching practices that student teachers must 

do in order to obtain their degree are considered required subjects, which are pursued during 

the last two years of the programme. In the fourth year of their course of studies, student 

teachers do a Methods course and a Teaching Practicum in the context of teaching General 

English to secondary school and adult learners. During the last year of the degree 

programme, students must take another Methods class, which focuses on the teaching of 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) and the teaching of English to young learners (TEYL). They 

must also do a Teaching Practicum in both contexts (ESP and TEYL). 

 

In the context of the ESP strand of the last Methods course described above the development 

of oral presentation skills is an objective that cuts across the activities designed throughout the 

year. These activities help present theoretical content included in the syllabus and enable the 

development of significant skills in the future ESP practitioner, such as observation skills, 

materials evaluation and development skills and oral presentation skills. 

 

Theoretical framework 

One of the theoretical pillars of the Chair is constructivism. This learning theory presents the 

following view of the nature of learning: individuals construct their own new understandings or 

knowledge through the interaction between what they already know and believe and the 

concepts and events with which they interact (Cannella & Reiff, 1994; Richardson, 1997). This 

descriptive theory has been translated into a theory of teaching that contrasts with the 

traditional transmission view of education, which sees knowledge as a body of concepts and 

ideas which can be conveyed from teachers to learners.  

ABSTRACT 
 

This paper focuses on the experience of preparing future ESP -EAP teachers to design and deliver 

effective oral presentations, taking into account pragmatic issues related to posture, body language 
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Constructivism is not a monolithic approach; however, in its varied ramifications1 it is 

characterized by certain common features: knowledge is constructed by learners; learning is 

social and dependent not only on social interaction but on the whole person. In other words, 

constructivism is an approach involving the learners' values, emotions, attitudes and actions.  

 

There are two main constructivist strands: the psychological or Piagetian approach and the 

social constructivist one. Psychological constructivism assumes that students come to 

classrooms with certain beliefs, knowledge and opinions that may need to be modified by the 

teacher, who is seen as a facilitator that encourages awareness and knowledge building 

through problem-solving tasks. Knowledge construction occurs as a result of working through 

those tasks, which usually involve dilemmas. Some of the typical instructional practices are 

"discovery learning", hands-on activities, tasks that challenge existing concepts and thinking 

processes; and questioning techniques that probe students' beliefs (Richardson, 1997).  

 

Social or Vygotskian constructivism, also assumes that individuals construct knowledge as a 

result of the interaction with the environment, which brings about change not simply on the 

individual but on his surroundings as well. According to Bates and Poole (2003) social 

constructivists believe that the process of meaning making and knowledge construction 

"works best through discussion and social interaction" (p. 28). The approach focuses on the 

dialectical relationship between the individual and the cultural and social milieu. Schools are 

the sociocultural settings where teaching and learning occurs through the utilization of 

"cultural tools," such as language, mathematics, reading and writing (Richardson, 1997).  

 

I agree with Beck and Kosnik (2006) that the approach to preservice teacher education from 

a social constructivist stance usually means that the process of teacher education is non-

prescriptive and holistic. As they put it, this meaning-making theory can be seen as "an 

approach that encourages all members of the learning community to present their ideas 

strongly, while remaining open to the ideas of others" (pp. 7-8). In other words, a social 

constructivist approach in preservice teacher education may be translated into a teaching-

learning environment where knowledge construction takes place through interaction 

between and/ or among all the participants.  

 

Apart from such interaction, knowledge building also occurs through reflection. The 

conception of teacher learning on which the proposal described in this paper is anchored is 

one that sees teaching as thinking activity, not merely as behavior. It is a conception that sees 

"the teacher as a personally and professionally aware, self-critical thinker, positively inclined to 

reflective practice and self-improvement" (Hedge & Whitney, 1996, p. 128). This view is in line 

with the socio constructivist notion of learning as knowledge construction resulting from 

interaction and critical reflection, as opposed to the idea of teaching as knowledge 

transmission.  

 

Teaching learning, as well as other types of professional preparation processes, has been 

conceptualized in three main ways, namely, as a result of imitation, as a result of the 

application of theory and as a combination of the two processes named above together with 

critical reflection on experience and on theory. These three main ways of conceptualizing 

teacher education have been translated into three models of professional preparation:  the 

craft model, the applied science model and the reflective model (Wallace, 1991). 

 

Both the craft and the applied science models see teacher preparation as a unidirectional 

process which is based on observation and imitation of effective teaching in the case of the 

first model, and on the application of "research-based theories and techniques" (Schön, 1983, 

p. 58) in the second one. The reflective model of professional preparation, on the other hand, 

while displaying some of the positive aspects of the previous two models, combines them in a 

construct of teacher education that conceptualises the process as the dynamic interplay of 

experience (both teaching practice and observation of teaching, which is called experiential 

knowledge) and theory, which Wallace (1991) terms received knowledge. The reason for this 
                                                        
1  Piagetian constructivism, situated constructivism, social reconstructivism, sociocultural constructivism, 

sociohistorical constructivism, and emancipatory constructivism 
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terminological choice is twofold: "The trainee has ‘received' it rather than experienced it in 

professional action and it is a deliberate echo of the phrase ‘received wisdom' (meaning 

what is commonly accepted without proof or question), which it resembles in certain ways" 

(Wallace, 1991, p. 12) 

 

The reflective model conceptualizes teacher learning as the result of the interaction between 

experiential knowledge and received knowledge within the reflective cycle, which involves 

reflection on experience and on theory (See Stage 2 of Figure 1 below). This model also 

accounts for trainees' existing schemata or mental constructs (See Stage 1 of Figure 1), which 

can actually determine the way received and experiential knowledge is processed. That 

stage of the model accounts for the influence that teacher cognition can have on 

knowledge construction.  

 

The process of critical reflection is a crucial aspect of this model of professional preparation. It 

is through critical reflection that development is thought to occur. Only the practice which is 

reflected upon in the context of the reflective cycle can lead to further professional 

development.  

 

Figure 1.The Reflective Model of Professional development. Adapted from Training foreign language 

teachers: A reflective approach by M. Wallace (1991) Cambridge: CUP 

 

The experience training pre-service teachers to design and deliver oral presentations  

 

Stage 1: Observation of oral presentations and reflection tasks 

This stage of the process draws on teacher cognition and is anchored on the beliefs that 

preservice teachers have as regards what constitutes an effective presentation.  Student 

teachers discuss their experience observing presentations and make a list of issues they 

consider positive in this respect.  

 

The theoretical underpinning of this task lies in what Lortie (1975) named the apprenticeship of 

observation. This construct is based on the experience observing teachers, which results from 

having spent from 12 to 20 years in classrooms (Johnson, 1999) watching teachers do their job. 

As regards the power that this apprenticeship can have, Johnson states that it "acts as an 

indelible imprint on most teachers' lives and minds, influencing their knowledge, their 

reasoning and their teaching practices. It forms the basis for how teachers conceptualize their 

knowledge and practice" (p. 23). 

Figure 1.The Reflective Model of Professional Development
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The second activity we implement is an adaptation of a task described by Jordan and called 

"4/3/2 technique" (1997, p. 202). This task gets student teachers to reflect on a presentation 

they planned and delivered in the past and on the learning outcome of the experience. The 

task has three stages: in the first one each student thinks about the experience recalling its 

details and making a few notes to organize their speech in the second stage. In this stage 

students get in pairs and give a 3 minute talk on the topic to the partner. The third stage 

involves reversing roles and listening to the partner's experience. The task is followed, naturally, 

by an oral reflection and discussion stage during which the class talks about the elements 

they have perceived as accounting for effectiveness in previous presentations. 

   

These preparatory activities are complemented by a seminar given by the Methods instructor 

on effective presentation skills, which is in itself an instance of what Woodward (1992) would 

call "loop input" (p 48). This workshop  demonstrates the process of delivering memorable talks 

while talking about the product of the planning and delivery. The content of the task shows 

the actual process which is being focused upon. Without being prescriptive, the experience 

draws students' awareness on issues that should be taken into account when planning and 

giving a talk that the audience will consider worth listening to and, most importantly, one that 

the audience will remember. 

 

Stage 2: Preparing and rehearsing the first presentation in groups  

Student teachers are required to plan two presentations along the academic year. The first 

one is based on an article related to one of the main topics in the ESP part of the syllabus, 

such as the development of ESP in the world and in Latin America, the Brazilian ESP project, 

the definition and classification of ESP within the spectrum of LSP courses, the importance of 

needs analysis, the tools and sources that can be used, its applications in course design, the 

types of course design, among other issues. Students work in pairs or groups of three and are 

asked to study the article and structure its content with a view to planning the oral 

presentation on it. They can attend tutorials in which they share that structure, clarify issues, try 

the visual support for the talk and , in general terms, ensure that planning is well done and 

geared to success. Student teachers know that they are supposed to rehearse their 

presentations, recording their rehearsal, listening to it and timing themselves.  

 

The second presentation is done as part of a "mock Congress" on Materials development for 

the ESP field. In this academic event each student pair presents the results of materials 

development work done at the start of the second term following specific rubrics, which 

describe the context and the objectives of the task in detail. (See Appendix 1) 

 

Stage 3: Delivering oral academic presentations 

The presentations planned at stage 2 are finally delivered to the peers in a special session 

where everyone takes notes on the most noticeable strong and weak points of each 

presenter. These notes, together with the ones the instructor makes herself, serve as the basis 

for the individual written feedback that she sends by email to each student a few days after 

the presentation (See example in Appendix 2).  

 

Feedback is organized taking into account the criteria for evaluation of oral presentations 

which students are already familiar with. These criteria involve formal and content aspects. 

The formal aspects include clarity, structure of the talk that contributes to it, use of language 

and discourse markers to keep the audience posted, use of voice, body language, design 

and use of visuals to support the talk (in the form of a PowerPoint presentation , Prezi, or any 

other digital resource). The assessment of content issues relate to the extent to which the 

presentation communicates essential content issues clearly, revealing the presenter's 

understanding  of theoretical content ( and ability to communicate it clearly). 

 

Each student teacher must then reflect on the experience planning and delivering the 

presentation, and also on the feedback. This reflection is done also in writing and sent to the 

instructor. This task is one of the many instances along the year in which pre-service teachers 

are involved in critical reflection about their experiences in the ESP Practicum. 
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Stage 4: Reflection  

This is the stage during which the actual conceptualization of declarative and procedural 

knowledge about effective oral presenting takes place. Each student teacher is asked to 

think about the experience planning and delivering the presentation and focus on its strong 

and weak points. The written reflections are sent to the instructor who, in turn, answers by 

closing the "reflective cycle" or else by posing an additional question which can give way to a 

sort of "written reflective dialogue". (See example in Appendix 3).  

 

Sometimes students evidence surprise at the positive aspects of the presentations noted by 

the instructor in the feedback form. Emphasis on what the student teacher can do well is an 

important side of this pedagogical dialogue. As to the aspects that need improvement, it is by 

awareness of them that change can actually begin. It is in their written reflections we can see 

the actual start of that change process. 

 

Conclusion 

This experience training prospective ESP practitioners to develop effective presentation skills 

has been going on in the Methods chair for seven years now. This pedagogical proposal has 

been satisfactorily evaluated by using students' final reflections as a resource. These reflections 

make reference to positive aspects of the experience working on presentation skills along the 

academic year. Those positive aspects can be grouped into three categories: affective 

factors, professional factors and personal ones. Among the affective factors student teachers 

make reference to their ability to overcome fears of speaking in public and the possibility of 

developing confidence as to their effective use of their voice. Professional factors include 

reference to the importance of developing oral presentation skills for any ESP ( or EFL) 

teacher. As regards personal factors, positive assessment of the experience include the 

possibility of working in teams and developing abilities collaboratively. The following quotes 

taken from students' final reflections illustrate some of the points just mentioned: 

 

"I strongly believe that the most important thing that I learnt is the importance of telling the 

audience in which part of the presentation you are. Not only as presenter but also as a listener 

I have found this to be of key importance to guide the audience. Finally, I have also learnt 

how difficult it is to create a final conclusion that creates a memorable impression on the 

audience. I still have to work on that." ( Ana , year 2008) 

"In this last presentation, I think we have probably not only improved our presentation skills but 

we also achieved a successful team work, which I consider essential for our lives ". ( Melania 

2012) 

"I really enjoyed this task because it consisted in doing something practical with the theory we 

read in class, to put into practice what we learnt and to do something different from the 

activities we are used to doing at School of Languages" (Virginia 2014) 

"During the planning and delivery of this presentation I have learnt the importance of team-

work, especially the importance of taking into account other people' s opinions. I have also 

learnt that it is possible to control nervousness" (Carolina 2010) 

"I really profited from this experience and I feel more confident whenever I have to deliver an 

oral presentation. I am looking forward to improving my skills as a presenter" ( Leo 2014) 

 

These comments are just a brief illustration of the positive evaluation that the chair has 

received from student teachers along all these years. The proposal described in this paper is, 

undoubtedly, a type of task-based teacher preparation scheme that could be imitated in 

similar contexts with similar positive results. This would certainly contribute to improving the 

preparation of future ESP practitioners taking into account an often neglected aspect of 

teacher training programs, namely orality. 
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APPENDIX 1: Example of one of the many tasks designed for materials development work in 2014 

 
CONTEXT 

Type of course: reading comprehension 

Field: Industrial Hygiene and Security 

Knowledge of L2: basic English(  false beginners or level A1) 

Prior knowledge of the field: Students are in 4th year of their studies at UTN (Universidad Tecnológica de Córdoba). They 

are proficient L1 readers. 

 

TASK 

After analyzing the main subjects taught as part of that course of studies in the first years, choose at least one text of 

that subject specialism taking into account the TAVI approach to text selection. Analyse both real content and carrier 

content. Then, design a complete task-sheet for the objectives given below. Remember to include an overall/ closing 

task. 

 

Objectives  

 Use of  the reading strategy: Scanning  

 Presentation of a verb tense/ form for recognition /interpretation. 

   Focus on logical connectors: presentation of one or two connectors frequently used in texts from that subject 

specialism in the chosen text?, with a focus on the logical relationship expressed. 

PRESENTATION OF THE TASK 

 Written presentation 

1) A paper in which you present the theoretical underpinning of the work. The paper should describe the needs 

analysis work done prior to text selection, and the theory employed to account for all the choices done during 

the materials development work (type of text used, modifications done to it, choice and design of tasks, 

decisions concerning rubrics, etc. ) This theoretical framework can be found in accounts of reading 

comprehension research, principles of materials development, and the roles of materials in ESP, among others. 

The paper should be organized following the features of the genre. References should be formatted following 

APA guidelines.   

2) the complete task sheet (Fourth DIDACTICA ESP TP. DEADLINE for presentation: to be confirmed 

 

 Oral presentation  done within the framework of an imaginary Congress on ESP Materials  Development ( Exact 

DATE of presentation:  to be confirmed)  

CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT 

Written work ( TP for Didáctica Especial II) assessed in terms of 

 

 Use of theory, and ability to discuss its relevance to the practical work done.  

 Format and language used in the paper. 

 Creativity in the design of tasks in the tasksheet. 

 Neatness and overall quality of both parts of the work.  

 

Oral presentation ( For Observación y Práctica II)  assessed in terms of  

 

 Clarity of presentation : clear structure 

 Appropriate use of language. Efficient use of signposting language 

 Awareness of body language ( eye-contact, open , friendly and confident body language) 

 Good voice projection 

 Visual material : well designed and appropriately used 

 Timing. 

 

APPENDIX 2  

Example of an email sent to one of the students after the first presentation. It includes feedback and a 

reflection task (included in the body of the email) 
Dear ............ ,          

I am sending you feedback on your presentation. I'd like you to reflect on it and also on the experience team -

planning that presentation as well as the experience delivering it. What do you believe you have learnt from 

it? How effective do you think team work was?  

 

You can also reflect on other issues, like the feedback I have given or any other aspect you feel like 

commenting on. Please make sure you send your reflection in the next few days. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

With best wishes, 

 

Pat 
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Presentation on Needs Analysis Case at Kuwait University. Date: 6th May 
 

Criteria defining the HOW Student’s name: 

 CLARITY OF PRESENTATION : 

STRUCTURE 

 

 

Your delivery was clear and you spoke independently from your notes. 

The talk was clearly structured into four parts, and signposting 

language was used to signal the transitions. 

 

The opening contained information about the importance of the 

topic and gave a clear preview. That was effectively done. 

The conclusion was very well thought out and delivered. At the end 

your team invited questions and comments from the audience but 

received none: that may be simply the consequence of the audience 

needing more time to reflect. 

 USE OF LANGUAGE:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 USE OF SIGNPOSTING LANGUAGE 

 

 

Good use of L2. There is a section in which you emphasized the 

importance of reading by saying : "So what we must do is read , read 

and read" : the ING form would have been correct there : "We should 

do lots of reading , reading and more reading" 

 

Also , BE CAREFUL with a filler that you tend to repeat too often :_ 

"Good?" I'd say you try to REPLACE it by "right?", or "OK" or some other 

English filler, and eventually try to frase out whichever filler you adopt. 

 

Signposting language:   the use of discourse markers was insufficient. 

You used : "So,…", "OK , we have been dealing with…" and "OK". So I'd 

say that variety in the use of markers  MUST be improved. Check the 

list of possible discourse markers in a file that has been uploaded to 

the Moodle VLE.    Links to the next speaker and internal summaries of 

certain sections, as well as reference to the initial structure of your talk 

should have been used. 

 

 AWARENESS OF BODY LANGUAGE  Confident and friendly body language. Good eye-contact with most 

of the audience.  

 

 

 VOICE PROJECTION 

 

Your voice came out loud enough. The pace of delivery was a bit too 

fast, though. Please try to work on lengthening the pauses and giving 

your delivery a calmer rhythm. 

 

 VISUAL MATERIAL   

 

Well designed PPT. As to the use made of it , I'd say that needs to be 

improved: you gave the audience TOO LITTLE TIME to absorb the 

information in the visuals where you shared some of the NA 

instruments. 

 

 TIMING 

 

OK! 

WHAT ( content of your talk) (50% of the 

final mark) 

  

Relevant content: adequately selected from text given. It was clear 

from your selection of content and the clarity of certain parts of the 

talk that you had read and analyzed the paper in detail. Your 

presentation clearly reflected very deep comprehension of the topic 

and understanding of the main issues in relation to the ideas that are 

being discussed in Didáctica 2. 

 

 

Final mark  To be given after you send your second reflection 
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APPENDIX 3  

Example of reflective pedagogical dialogue:  student written reflection and instructor answer 

 
First of all, I'd like to begin by thanking you for your feedback. It is encouraging and helpful, not only at 

this final stage -after having delivered our presentation- but also knowing that you will give us a thorough 

feedback and fully evaluate our performance, not just to give us a mark, but to actually help us to develop 

and learn is really motivating and encourages us to make a real effort. I think I profited a lot from your 

feedback and I am truly thankful for it. 

As regards the experience team-planning the presentation I am really pleased. I felt comfortable with 

my partners. I think all of us work in a similar way, so it was easy to organize ourselves as well as our work and 

we agreed on everything. It was a good experience and we could profit from each other's strengths. For 

example, among other things, M…. is good at organizing information, I like making power point presentations, 

finding good images that illustrate ideas, etc., and M… feels comfortable beginning a presentation and 

addressing the audience at the beginning of the talk- which I find very difficult- so we complemented each 

other very well. We divided both topics and tasks in a very spontaneous way and I felt satisfied with the 

outcomes. I think we were able to deliver the presentation smoothly, but next time it would be good to 

rehearse as a team, especially in order to use the visual support as effectively as possible, present slides in the 

right moment, leave each slide the exact amount of time according to the speaker's pace and avoid rushing. 

For instance, as you pointed out in your feedback, we should have left the slides showing the staircase with 

each step of the scaffolding process being accomplished longer so as to be fully effective. Maybe, if we had 

rehearsed together we would have noticed that and taken it into account.  

With respect to the experience delivering the presentation, I felt very good and confident. At first, I felt 

quite nervous, but then, as I saw the audience was engaged and as I had rehearsed the presentation I started 

gaining confidence and feeling more relaxed. I think the fact that I really liked the topic I was delivering and 

that I had structured my part of the presentation in a way I found interesting and suitable, also helped me to 

feel at ease and enjoy the challenge of transmitting what I had learnt. I have to admit that at the beginning, 

when I was rehearsing and thinking about all the things I should take into account while delivering a 

presentation I felt a bit overwhelmed, but then I found all the steps, recommendations and the checklist very 

helpful and worthwhile.        

Concerning your feedback, I feel rewarded with your positive comments, as some of them 

demonstrate that several things we had considered and carefully thought were achieved as planned, and 

some other comments express good qualities that I was not aware of and which are nice to notice. On the 

other hand, your feedback on things I should pay more attention to and on things that could have been done 

better is useful to help us improve. I hadn't noticed that I use the filler "erm" and I am glad that you marked it so 

that next time I will be careful and try not to overuse it. As to eye contact, I tried to keep it with all the 

audience but I noticed some times, as you pointed out, that I found it more difficult to keep it with those on the 

left. Even though when I realized about it I tried to fix it, it was more natural for me to look towards the middle 

and right side of the classroom. I will try to be more careful with it in my next presentation. I agree with you on 

that we could have planned our conclusion more effectively and on that we should have used signposting 

language with greater confidence. I believe that using signposting language is useful and effective but I think I 

find it difficult to use it because I am afraid of being too repetitive or redundant, maybe because I am more 

accustomed to written language. Moreover, of all your suggestions this is the most novel for me, so I think I 

need time and practice to get used to it and incorporate it. Taking into account your recommendation I will 

try to use signposting with more confidence next time.     

All in all, I think planning and delivering the presentation was a nice challenging experience. Even 

though we could have done a better job, for example, as I previously mentioned, having rehearsed as a 

team, I think team work was quite effective. From all the process of delivering the presentation - planning, 

preparing everything, rehearsing, actually delivering it and reflecting on it- I have learnt many things, 

especially what to consider before and during a presentation, such as chunking information, thinking about 

the audience, addressing and engaging it, how to make the presentation memorable and using resources 

effectively. I believe next time, if I am wise enough to gain from this experience, I will do a better job.   

 

 

Dear ………., 

 

I have read your very thorough reflection very carefully. I see you have accounted for every one of my 

comments and you have also explored other issues regarding your work and the experience delivering your 

talk.  I am certain that the awareness you've gained by reflecting in this way will help you make radical 

improvements in the next presentations you deliver, especially in terms of using redundancy and signposting 

language with confidence . 

 

With this I'll close  this first cycle of reflections  on the process of learning how to present orally in an effective 

way and proceed to tell you what mark I would give to your work, which naturally includes  the reflection that 

you wrote and sent in time: 9(nine). Congrats on your work! 

I look forward to reading comments / questions in a next email if you have any. 

 

With all good wishes, 

Pat 
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Introduction 

The growth of English as the language of scientific communication has clearly been beneficial 

for Anglophone scholars, while being disadvantageous for non-Anglophone scholars, 

particularly those in EFL contexts. Difficulties to access sources and communication problems 

due to low language proficiency are even reported by scholars in European countries 

described as partially peripheral, as Spain, Portugal, Slovakia and Hungary, these difficulties 

being greater among scholars of the Social Sciences (Lillis & Curry, 2010). These limitations are 

also true of Social Science postgraduate students in Argentina, where the present study is 

situated. In our country, these students cannot access resources crucial for the production of 

novel information due to their limited knowledge of English. Such condition, however, may be 

improved by offering genre-based instruction adapted to the specific needs and particular 

characteristics of these learners. 

 

EFL contexts are usually characterized by little or no possibility of students’ direct exposure to 

English and by few possibilities of access to language instruction (Lillis & Curry, 2010). Although 

these aspects may appear to be disadvantages, it has recently been pointed out that some 

characteristics of EFL contexts may be turned into advantages by offering a form of instruction 

that could partially compensate for the lack of language exposure. According to Martínez 

(2011), an aspect of EFL contexts that may be positively capitalized on is the fact that, in 

general, EAP courses are offered to homogeneous groups in terms of discipline and mother 

tongue. This characteristic is true of various EFL contexts like Latin America, China and 

Indonesia, and contrasts with the heterogeneity of situations in which ESL is taught to students 

from different disciplines and linguistic backgrounds (Swales & Lindemann, 2002). Even more 

advantageous are those cases in which the common language is of Romance origin, 

considering that scientific vocabulary derives mainly from Latin. Also, in EFL contexts learners 

usually have highly specific needs it being which makes it possible to concentrate on the 

teaching of one skill , and even one genre at a time,  as occurs in Latin America (Author, 

2011) and European countries with native Romance languages, as Spain and Portugal (Lillis & 

Curry, 2010) 

 

In this paper we report our experience in teaching a genre-based reading course taught in a 

Spanish-speaking country to candidates of a Social Science Master’s Program with very low 

proficiency in English. In the course we centered on contextual features that allowed us to 

capitalize on aspects of our EFL situation, specifically the students’ need to read research 

articles and their common mother tongue.  

 

ABSTRACT 
This article reports on a reading course offered in a foreign language context for Social Science 

masters students with low English proficiency needing to read articles in English to write their theses in 

their mother tongue. The course focus was on genre awareness and genre acquisition. We centred 

on raising awareness about the values and expectations of the scientific community, knowledge 

that helps explain the purposes of scientific arguments, and the value of linguistic choices. Genre 

acquisition was concerned with rhetorical moves, strategic language choices, and field-specific 

vocabulary. After the course, the students could search databases and select useful articles for their 

specific research topics, and could demonstrate a capacity to use reviewed literature for the 

creation of a research space. We believe that the description of our teaching experience might be 

of interest for practitioners of EAP courses in different EFL situations.  

 
Keywords: EAP, Genre-based pedagogy, Reading course, EFL context, Corpus data, 

Literature review 
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Background  

Most of the reports of genre-based teaching experiences have taken place in ESL contexts, 

with special attention to the development of writing ability (Swales, 1990), and there is little 

information on courses developed in EFL contexts. In fact, there are a few reports concerned 

with the development of writing (Cargill & O’Connor, 2009), and only very few address 

reading ability. The present article contributes information related to the applicability of 

genre-based EAP reading instruction in EFL contexts.   

 

Context and needs 

In Argentina most university courses are taught in Spanish, the native language of the country. 

The integration of academic English as part of the disciplinary knowledge varies, the Social 

Sciences not having developed a tradition of inclusion of academic English courses in their 

programs. Further, students usually have little knowledge of English, and only perceive the 

need to acquire it when reviewing the literature to write their theses.  

 

The Social Science Master’s Program which featured the EAP course in focus in the present 

article is relatively new, admitting its first student cohort in 2004. The need to read in English 

emerged only in 2010 after the identification of the students’ difficulty to access bibliographic 

material in English. The program requires the writing of a thesis in Spanish; and this thesis is 

expected to make a contribution of new knowledge to the field. As it is well known, the 

possibility of novelty in a thesis is conditioned by the candidates’ access to current literature, 

which is mostly published in English, and by their appropriate use of sources.  

 

The students  

Twenty-seven students were enrolled in the course. The course turned out to be highly 

heterogeneous in terms of sub disciplines, as the students came from various subfields of the 

Social Sciences - Law, Education, Economics, Politics, Educational Psychology, and the 

humanities - Philosophy, History, and Literature. Through a questionnaire, we learned that most 

participants had a very low level of English. Some students expressed a critical attitude 

towards the dominance of English in scientific communication, and a certain resistance to its 

study and use in their academic careers.  

 

Course aims 

The general purpose of this course was that students in the Social Science Master’s program 

develop academic reading ability to be able to read literature in English. Students were 

expected to: 

 Develop awareness about the social actors involved in the construction of new 

knowledge and the different functions of academic genres.  

 Access specific literature by using research databases and search engines. 

 Recognize the characteristics of the vocabulary used in a particular field.    

 Notice the formal and rhetorical features that characterize the sections of an 

article. 

 Analyse examples of abstracts and articles in the Social Sciences 

 Organize sources in a principled way to be used in a literature review. 

 

Course materials  

The reading materials used in the course were: a) an article chosen by ourselves (Provided 

Example Article or PEAr); b) six abstracts provided by ourselves (Provided Example Abstracts or 

PEAbs); c) selected articles and abstracts (SArs and SAbs), chosen by the students from their 

individual research fields. The terminology to refer to reading materials was taken from Cargill 

and O’Connor (2009). Course materials also included language activities made with 

unmodified examples from research articles. Both the PEAr and the PEAbs used were 

published in peer-reviewed journals, and dealt with a topic that we judged of interest to all 

students, based on their thesis topics. The SArs and SAbs were selected by the students 

themselves from journals in the on-line university library, using search engines, as Science 

Direct and Scopus. The PEAr had the Introduction-Method-Results-Discussion (IMRD) format, 

and reported a study about patterns of drug use by adolescents. We felt it was sufficiently 

relevant to our students’ various fields of knowledge and research interests: its object of study 
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was drug consumption at school, an issue of concern in most educational institutions; it 

involved legal and economic aspects, and was associated with specific government policies. 

Besides, the research used survey data, a methodology which, we assumed, would be 

accessible for all. The activities were prepared ad-hoc for this particular course. The reading 

materials and assignments were in English, but the language of instruction was Spanish.  

 

Course content 

The course lasted five weeks, for a total of 40 hours, the class meeting weekly for ten four- hour 

sessions. The course comprised six units requiring a different number of class hours (See Table 

1).   

 
Table 1: A genre-based reading course in an EFL context: Units, content, and class hours  

UNITS CONTENT CLASS HOURS 

1- Raising cultural 

awareness 

Values and expectations of the scientific 

community in terms of texts, participants, and 

their interactions 

6 

2- Analyzing titles Title structures.  

Introduction to library searches  

 

4 

3- Perceiving the 

characteristics of 

vocabulary 

Features specific to the vocabulary of scientific 

texts (e.g.: word repetition, frequently repeated 

bundles, and text coverage by a low number of 

different words, or types) 

8 

4- Discussing the 

academic argument in 

research articles 

Recurrent rhetorical patterns and linguistic signals 

of the different research article sections 

10 

5- Reading abstracts  Move identification in abstracts 

Organizing abstracts for a thesis literature review 

8 

6- Discussing the final 

project  

3. Synthesis and revision 

 

4 

 

Unit 1: Raising cultural awareness 

Unit one drew on genre theory (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Swales, 1990), specifically genre 

awareness, leaving genre acquisition to be developed in other units. Genre awareness 

“…refers to examining the relationships among texts, their rhetorical purposes, and the 

broader contexts in which texts from a genre may appear” (Johns, 2011, p.57). The broader 

contexts mentioned by Johns can be associated with the scientific community, this being a 

cohesive group with its own activities, sets of behaviours, participants, values and 

expectations, as well as communication mechanisms, and as such, it constitutes a discourse 

community (Swales, 1990).  

 

To develop awareness about the values and expectations of the scientific community, we 

brought to the students’ consciousness aspects and features of different science-related texts, 

particularly books, papers, reviews, short communications, and popular science articles. Our 

focus was placed on the socio-cultural function of the RA in scientific disciplines, specifically 

the different actors involved in the construction of new knowledge - editors, reviewers and 

researchers - and their relationships in terms of writers, audience and evaluation (Myers 1990; 

Swales, 1990). We brought to the students’ attention the different roles of the various 

participants in the negotiation of novelty, the genres that carry novelty - research articles, 

reviews, and short communications- and the role of other science-related texts - popular 

science, submission letters, and replies to reviewers. We also focused on the main participants 

in scientific dialogues - established researchers, newcomers, editors and reviewers. We 

discussed their roles and the steps involved in the process of negotiation and production of 

knowledge (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995), together with the values and practices of 

international reward systems (Lillis & Curry, 2010).  

 

Unit 2. Analysing titles  

For this unit, we selected titles directly related to the students’ specific interests by using the 
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key words of their different thesis proposals. First, we analysed examples of titles representative 

of the typical structures used in the social sciences -nominal, compound, or sentence 

structure. Titles in general are lexically dense, but simple in structure. These structures usually 

contain a headword with an indication of method (e.g. comparison, analysis) or results (e.g. 

effects, distribution), and modifications that are, in general, the variables of the study 

(Haggan, 2004). In our particular context, the content words in titles are mostly cognates with 

Spanish words, so we could capitalize on the learners’ mother tongue and encourage them 

to recognize the meaning of words based on their background knowledge. 

  

We then provided a list of titles with at least three examples related to each thesis topic, and 

asked the students to identify in the list those that were closer to their interests. At this point, 

they were able to easily identify those titles that were related to their particular research field 

using their background knowledge. We then analysed some of those singled out. Also, as 

these paratextual elements are a miniature version of the article and the most distilled form of 

the academic argument (Myers, 1990), their analysis provided a first opportunity for students 

to reflect on the relationship between a research and how it is represented in language. After 

this step, we worked with databases selecting article titles related to each student’s thesis 

topic, while simultaneously familiarizing students with databases available to them, and with 

different forms of access to journals. Students were required to carry out searches of article 

titles in English useful for their theses in Spanish.  

 

Unit 3. Perceiving the characteristics of vocabulary 

This unit was designed to raise awareness about the characteristics of the vocabulary of a 

particular field and topic. To achieve this goal, we highlighted aspects of the vocabulary that 

are not evident unless they are pointed out, particularly the relatively small number of 

vocabulary types used in texts of a particular field, the high level of repetition present 

(Sutarsyah, Nation & Kennedy, 1994), and the reiteration of word sequences or bundles (Biber, 

Johanson, Leech,  Conrad & Finegan, 1999). To raise awareness about these characteristics, 

we used vocabulary lists of the PEAr. By analysing the lists, the students could learn the 

vocabulary of the article that they would read in the course.  

 

The vocabulary lists used were produced using linguistic analysis software which provides 

frequencies of types and tokens, as well as bundles. In this class, we worked with three lists: the 

complete word-list, a list of vocabulary items (word types)with four or more occurrences in the 

text, and a list of 3- and 4-word bundles with three or more occurrences in the text. The word 

list was closely studied in class to demonstrate to the students that the vocabulary of the text 

was small and accessible, even when at first sight it could look large and overwhelming. For 

example, the most frequent grammar words had repetitions of 344 (the), 262 (of) and 129 (to), 

and the most frequent lexical words had repetitions of 127 (use), 109 (cannabis) and 83 

(group). The full list had 1007 types and 5417 tokens, but we could reduce the tokens to 137 by 

selecting words with a frequency of at least 4, as they represented 75% of the text. We further 

reduced them by excluding grammar words, proper names and words of the same family. 

The next step was to request the identification of cognates with Spanish. Here again the 

common L1 background was crucial for easy recognition. There were 62 cognate words, 

which we could disregard as learning targets. This left a list of just 30 words to learn, with many 

very common words like day or time. 

 

Now that we had presented this perspective of an article’s vocabulary, we asked the students 

to work in groups to classify the vocabulary in the reduced word list according to semantic 

criteria that they proposed. As a next step, there were group presentations. Some of the 

proposed labels were ‘Research activities’, ‘Human participants’, ‘Substances’ and ‘Temporal 

expressions’. 

 

Finally, we introduced the concept of lexical bundles, or recurring sequences of words, and 

then gave the students a list of those 3- and 4-word bundles that occurred at least three times 

in the PEAr, such as the no cannabis group (25 occurrences),  by the age of (20 occurrences), 

drug use behaviours of  (5 occurrences). It must be noted that although bundles are not 

necessarily full phrases and could initially appear odd to the students, they can contribute to 
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their familiarization with the most common phraseologies of the text. These longer units may 

further contribute to the building of a better sense of the article’s content.  

 

The evidence about word frequencies in the PEAr contributed to students’ noticing of the 

limited number of words that are necessary to read the literature of a specific discipline.  

Having worked with the vocabulary from the text in the aforementioned pre-reading activities 

gave students an opportunity to anticipate the content of the article, which better prepared 

them to read it. Earlier in the course, when the PEAr was distributed, some of them had 

reported that they felt unable to read it. This stage also served to show how much they 

themselves, with their background, could contribute to their own learning. 

 

Unit 4.  Discussing the academic argument in research articles 

In this unit, we used the existing literature and published course materials (e.g. Cargill &   

O’Connor , 2009; Swales & Feak, 1994; Weissberg & Buker, 1990) and adapted them to 

produce activities around the different rhetorical structures and corresponding moves that 

characterize each of the four article sections (IMRD) (Swales, 1990). As a warm up activity for 

each section, we presented a list of moves typical of that section. We discussed these moves 

in terms of their character as being obligatory, optional, or not possible. This step served to 

create expectations which were then satisfied or rejected in the light of research findings 

shared with the students. In this part, we presented the argumentative organization of each 

section, and we also drew students’ attention to linguistic choices such as tense, modality, 

and specific expressions that contribute to the identification of each move (e.g., Dudley-

Evans, 1986; Swales, 1990). This step also included a special discussion of the role of citations, 

their signals of negotiation and their different uses in the sections (Hyland, 1999). Once the 

students were familiar with the moves and their signals, they read the PEAr sections and 

identified the moves in them. The actual reading of the article was facilitated not only by the 

students’ expectations associated with the argument of the section and the typical linguistic 

signals of each move discussed in the unit, but also by their familiarity with the vocabulary 

learnt in the previous unit.  

 

Unit 5. Reading abstracts 

Discussing the article’s moves and reading the PEAr together in class prepared the students 

for more independent reading. For this unit, the materials used were the abstract in the PEAr 

as well as six provided abstracts (PEAbs). The PEAbs were selected from the same journal as 

the PEAr, Drug Policy, thus continuing the focus on the topic which was at the centre of the 

earlier vocabulary activities.  

 

In this unit, we not only read the abstracts, but analysed and discussed them. As abstracts are 

a reduced version of the article, they generally have a rhetorical structure made up of moves 

reflecting the sections of the main article. We first presented the moves that may be found in 

the abstract (Weissberg & Buker, 1990) and identified them in the PEAb. We then proposed a 

task to be done using the six PEAbs. First, the students worked in groups to identify the parts of 

the abstracts. They were then required to propose an organization for the texts, assuming that 

they would use them for the literature review of a thesis, for which we provided a tentative 

title. For the activity, we suggested some existing organization models following Weissberg and 

Buker (1990) and Swales and Lindemann (2002) in which citations are grouped according to 

approaches, chronology, distance, i. e. from more general or distant to more specific or close 

to the topic, and others. After individual group discussions, each group proposed their own 

organization and organizing criteria. The students sometimes disagreed about the organizing 

criteria, both within groups and across groups, generating intense discussions among 

themselves before reaching an agreement as to how to organize the abstracts. It was 

interesting for both participants and practitioners to see how differently the students used the 

texts. This was similar to what occurred in Swales and Lindemann’s experience, in which 

different possible architectures were proposed. But most interesting for our experience as 

practitioners was the moment of presentation of their production. At this point, we could 

make the students notice what we consider the most important moment of the class: the fact 

that they had been discussing and debating about information obtained from sources written 

in English, something the majority of students felt would be unlikely to ever happen when the 
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course began.  

 

Unit 6. Final project 

In this unit, we discussed the final project, which is detailed below. It consisted of an individual 

take-home activity synthesizing and putting into practice all the work done in class. This unit 

provided an opportunity to review all the concepts developed in the course and to discuss 

what was expected from the activity.  

 

Assessment of students  

For the final exam, the students were asked to complete a written take-home project in which 

they had to use search engines to find scientific articles in international journals matching their 

research interests, read the texts in English, and explain in Spanish how the texts chosen would 

contribute to their master’s theses. Specifically, the students were asked to:  (a) provide a brief 

synthesis of their thesis proposals; (b) use online search engines to find twenty titles related to 

their thesis topics, and from them choose six research articles, (c) download the article 

abstracts (SEAb) and identify the moves that are present in each abstract; (d) explain the 

contribution that each paper makes to the development of their own masters theses, (e) 

propose a set of criteria for including and organizing the information of each paper in the 

literature review of their theses. 

 

It was rewarding to see that 26 of the 27 students who attended the course were able to 

complete the task successfully by selecting and interpreting updated and relevant 

information from peer-reviewed journals of their own disciplines. It was also interesting to 

observe that the authenticity of the assessment task made the students work according to 

their individual academic aims, as revealed by the relevance of the articles chosen in relation 

to their theses, their arguments for their inclusion and the organization of the information 

obtained. This take-home activity was another step in the learning process, as the students 

could apply the course content, this time using articles dealing with topics specific to their 

research field.  

 

Conclusions 

This paper, which describes a course in an under researched EFL context is an attempt to 

contribute to EAP pedagogy. In our view, the implementation of the course described here 

was appropriate, as it served to open a vast universe of sources of information for the master’s 

students, who otherwise would have had to limit their literature review to materials available 

only in Spanish. Although we initially detected some resistance on the part of the students to 

the use of English as a lingua franca in scientific communication, we saw the development of 

a more positive attitude as the course progressed. We attribute this change to the activities 

done in class, which put the students in contact with the existing information that would 

enhance their research. This, we believe, made students aware of the value of learning 
academic English.  

This course managed to address the needs of a highly heterogeneous group of students from 

various subfields of the social sciences and the humanities. In fact, the ways in which 

argumentation is enacted and patterned across the Social Sciences and humanities are 

particularly varied. Although empirical articles using the IMRD format are common in the 

behavioural and social sciences, there are also qualitative approaches like narrative 

research, ethnography, and case study, each requiring specific- though flexible- 

argumentative structures. This discursive variety certainly presents challenges for both students 

and instructors.  In this course, we decided to use an empirical research article as an example 

not only because the students’ thesis topics suggested that some of their studies would be 

empirical, but also because it is the most researched genre (Swales, 1990). Hence, there is 

plenty of information in the literature that may be used to introduce the students, through this 

particular example, to many aspects of research articles that are common to all types of 
research.  

It must be noted that, although research based on genre analysis is fairly well known and 

discussed in research contexts in Argentina, as far as we know, little has been actually applied 

to EAP reading courses. In fact, most undergraduate and postgraduate courses continue to 
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be guided by strategy-based and grammar-based pedagogies. This course, which has 

proved to be successful in an EFL context, may inspire other EFL practitioners in our country 
and in other parts of the world to implement similar genre-based pedagogies.  
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Introduction 

Undergraduate students from the School of Philosophy and Letters at Universidad de Buenos 

Aires who attend the Reading Comprehension courses in English may have difficulties building 

a personal reconstruction of an argumentative text.  

 

Students who attend these courses, in general, have elementary knowledge of the English 

language. Nevertheless, they are expected to read authentic expository or argumentative 

academic texts written in English which develop topics connected with the fields of study of 

the School of Philosophy and Letters. Due to the low proficiency level in English these students 

have, they are trained in the use of strategies that allows them to abandon linear reading 

and, instead, select and arrange hierarchically nuclear concepts.  

 

We consider that reading is an interactive/transactional process between the reader, the text, 

and the writer (Grabe: 2009) and comprehension is a complex process in which several levels 

can be distinguished. Kintsch’s (1998) is the most widely accepted model of levels of 

comprehension. He considers that first readers face the text surface (words and sentences) 

and with this information they build the text base which is the representation of text meaning 

and the necessary inferences to construct a coherent whole. In the text base, two aspects 

can be distinguished: the microstructure which corresponds to the comprehension of each 

text segment and the macrostructure which is the text global representation. Kintsch considers 

another level which he calls the situational model in which text information integrates with 

readers’ previous knowledge. The interrelation among levels is not necessarily consecutive. 

 

We distinguish three moments in the reading process: anticipation or pre-reading, verification 

or while reading, and internalization or personal reconstruction of the text after reading it. In 

the first step, readers’ schemas or mental representations are activated when they recognize 

words or concepts as they scan the text. Readers’ background knowledge plays a central 

role in this moment because through its activation readers begin integrating new information 

provided by the text with the knowledge they have. As a result, a conceptual network is 

created and hypotheses can be advanced. The hypotheses elaborated by readers are not 

only connected with the text topic but also with the text type, the text rhetorical organization 

and the author’s ideology. We consider that a hypothesis is a prediction on the text content 

the reader advances. According to Goodman (1994) predictions are based on the inferences 

readers make when their background knowledge is activated as they read a text. These 

hypotheses can be either general or specific depending on the moment of the anticipation 

process when they are elaborated. A general hypothesis is advanced at the beginning of the 

ABSTRACT 
Undergraduate students from the School of Philosophy and Letters at Universidad de Buenos Aires 
who attend the Reading Comprehension courses in English may have difficulties building a personal 

reconstruction of an argumentative text. The main objective of this experiment is to show the results 

of an exploratory study in which we aim at analyzing the difficulties two groups of undergraduate 

students who were attending the Intermediate level of the reading Comprehension course in English 

had when they built the main idea and outline of an argumentative fragment in which a thesis is 

presented and several arguments support it. Results showed that the independent variables 

knowledge of the English language and University experience influenced the results. As regards the 

personal reconstruction of the excerpt, the analysis showed students had difficulties in selecting main 

ideas and organizing them hierarchically. 

 

Keywords: Reading comprehension- argumentative text- macroprocessing- university 

undergraduates 
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pre-reading stage while the specific hypothesis is built at the end and will tend to predict a 

central idea of the text content. 

  

In the second stage, students read the text in detail using different strategies to overcome 

difficulties arising from their basic vocabulary knowledge. Some examples are skipping words 

they do not understand and go on reading to see if the cotext2 helps them, focusing on 

transparent words, keeping glossaries of general academic vocabulary3, paying attention to 

connectors and articulators. They also underline topic sentences, sum up paragraphs, and 

skip paragraphs that do not have relevant information. 

 

After reading the text thoroughly, students have to show their comprehension by completing 

exercises in Spanish related to the macro and microprocessing. Some of these tasks are: 

paraphrasing of noun phrases, looking for specific information in the text, definition of 

concepts, paragraph summary, paraphrasing of ideas connected by conjunctions, 

recognizing the type of relation a conjunction establishes.  

 

Finally, they have to write the text main idea in a complex sentence and to draw an outline 

that shows the reader’s comprehension of the text macrostructure. Teachers use these two 

tasks as assessment instruments of reading comprehension because students have to select, 

interconnect and establish hierarchies among the most relevant concepts presented in the 

text (Spath Hirschmann: 2000).  

 

We define main idea as the synthesis expressed in a complex sentence which should include 

the most important information in the text and it should not include which is redundant or 

trivial (Stevens: 1991). An outline is a graphic that should be well organized, should start from a 

central concept, show interrelations, hierarchies, and closure. 

 

The experiment we are going to describe was carried out with two groups of undergraduate 

students who were attending the intermediate level of the Reading Comprehension course in 

the School of Philosophy and Letters of the UBA. This course lasts a term and students begin 

reading fragments of authentic academic texts of about 150 lines (1500 words) and finish 

reading fragments of 250 lines (2.500 words). These texts are mainly expository 

(comparison/contrast, problem/solution, cause/effect) and argumentative (thesis statement, 

arguments, conclusion). In this level students read about fifteen texts. 
 

Objective 

The main objective of this presentation is to show the results of an exploratory study in which 

we aim at analyzing the difficulties two groups of undergraduate students who were 

attending the Intermediate level of the reading Comprehension course in English had when 

they built the main idea of an argumentative fragment in which a thesis is presented and 

several arguments support it. In addition, they also presented problems when drawing the 

outline of one of the sections of the text. It is also our purpose to try to figure out if the 

problems they had to show their comprehension were connected with comprehension itself 

or with writing problems in their mother tongue in the case of the main idea. 

 

Materials 

First, students were asked to fill in a questionnaire to collect the following information: 

Knowledge of the English language, number of subjects they had passed, previous studies in 

English and their attitude towards the English language. The aim of the inclusion of this 

instrument was to identify students’ profiles due to the heterogeneity of the groups. 

 

The text used was “Brazilian policy responses to violence against women: government 

strategy and the help-seeing behavior of women who experience violence” by Kiss, L.; 

D´Oliveira, A.; Zimmermann, C.; Heise, L.; Schraiber, L.; & Watts, C. published in Health and 

                                                        
1 Cotext is not usually used in English but we decided to resort to this concept so as to avoid confusions with context 

of situation or culture. Co-text is what surrounds a word in a sentence. 
2 General academic vocabulary is a limited group of words that are used in academic texts in all the fields of study. 
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Human Rights: An International Journal, 13 (2), 2012. The topic, domestic violence against 

women in Brazil, is widely known by students. The sections included in the reading 

comprehension test were the introduction and the discussion from a research article. The 

authors presented the results of a research project carried out in Brazil which showed that 

women only look for help if they suffer domestic violence when the situation is really difficult. 

For this reason, the authors concluded that although the Brazilian government developed 

some strategies to avoid this situation, they are not enough. Therefore, it is necessary to build a 

net of multidisciplinary assistance to face this problem seriously.  

 

Pre-reading activities were designed to help students advance a general hypothesis. The first 

activity consisted in completing bibliographical information: title of the article, authors, date 

of publication, source and field of study. As a second activity, students had to choose an 

anticipatory reading strategy to advance a specific hypothesis. In the pre-reading stage, 

students worked collaboratively and the teacher worked as facilitator to avoid the production 

of hypotheses that might interfere with text comprehension. 

 

The tasks for the while reading stage were the search for specific information and the 

recognition of the function of a contrastive connector and paraphrasing of the concepts it 

joined. Finally students wrote the main idea of the text and drew an outline of the discussion 

section. Students had to finish all the tasks in two hours and a half. 

 

Data analysis and results 

A quantitative and  qualitative approach was used to analyse the data. Each response was 

tallied and percentages were estimated for each item. 

 

Pre-reading stage 

In the first task of the pre-reading stage, students had to complete a chart with 

bibliographical information. The aim of this task was to facilitate the production of a general 

hypothesis and it implied the search for specific information and also knowledge of some 

general academic lexis. 

 

Kiss, L., D'Oliveira, A., Zimmerman, C., Heise, L., Schraiber, L., & Watts, C. (2012). “Brazilian 

policy responses to violence against women: Government strategy and the help-seeking 

behaviors of women who experience violence”. In Health and Human Rights: An International 

Journal, 13 (2).  

 

ANTICIPATION 

1) Below you´ll find some information from the excerpt you are going to read.  Use it to 

complete the following chart 

 

Title of the article  

Author/s  

Date of 

publication 

 

Source   

Length (whole 

article) 

 

Publisher   

Field of study  

 

Groups Students Bibliographical information 

1 19 17 89.47 

2 18 8 44.44 

 37 25 67.57 
Table 1: Completion of task 1 

 

The results show differences between the two groups in the completion of the task. However, 

in both groups 67.57% of the students were successful. Five students did not seem to 
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remember the meaning of the lexical item source, four did not remember field and three date 

of publication. 

 

Choose a reading strategy that will let you state a more specific hypothesis. 

Reading strategy: 

Specific hypothesis: 

 

Then, students had to choose a reading strategy to advance a specific hypothesis. Twenty 

nine students (78.38%) decided to read paragraph boundaries (18 in group 1 and 12 in group 

2), that is to say the first and the last sentence of each paragraph. This is an excellent choice 

for this text because the Hyper Themes4 give us text semantic organization (Martin and Rose: 

2003). The following chart shows the Hyper Themes of both sections. 

 

Introduction 

HT 1: For more than three decades, there has been increasing recognition that violence 

against women (VAW) constitutes a widespread human rights violation. 

HT 2: As the global agenda was set to eliminate VAW, civil society mobilized and certain 

governments have responded with policies, national legislation, and on-the ground strategies 

to protect women from violence and support those who seek assistance. 

HT 3: Over the past three decades in response to pressure from feminist movements and 

organized civil society, governments from developing countries have increasingly 

implemented policies and actions to tackle violence against women. 

HT 4: Yet, as calls for action against violence continue to grow and advocates and pro-active 

nations promote legislation and support services to assist violence survivors, it remains unclear 

how well these services suit the protection and support needs of the women experiencing 

violence. 

 

Discussion 

HT 1: Brazil’s Maria da Penha Law on women’s rights and violence against women undeniably 

advanced the fight against VAW and moved Brazil toward gender equality. 

HT 2: Our findings suggest the importance of the women’s close social networks in their help- 

seeking decision-making and behaviors. 

HT 3: The centrality of women’s immediate social networks calls attention to the importance of 

prevalent gender norms at the community level. 

HT 4: For Brazil’s strategies to be successful in supporting women before violence becomes 

intolerable, messages about violence and equality need to reach informal networks. 

HT 5: Having children who witness violence was identified as the most important predictor of 

formal help- seeking among women in SP. 

HT 6: Promoting primary preventive strategies should compliment and not replace the 

investment in the multidisciplinary assistance network. 

HT 7: It is possible that stigma, fear, and low expectations of assistance from health services 

prevents women from telling professionals about violence- in a similar way that women 

reported that it prevents them from seeking formal help. 

HT 8: Research has also suggested that romantic expectations about the relationship and the 

cultural meaning attached to not having a partner may lead to women’s ambivalence 

towards their partners, and consequently, keep them from seeking help. 

HT 9: Women were more likely to seek formal help when they experience concrete and 

limiting consequences of violence, such as health problems, impact on children, disruption of 

work, and leaving home because of the violence. 

 

HT 10: The findings indicate that women may be in immediate need of protection from the 

perpetrator, and that, in addition to criminal measures, more focused heath assistance and 

social work are needed. 

HT 11: This study was developed from secondary data and has several limitations. 
                                                        
3Hyper Theme and Hyper Rhemes are concepts developed by Systemic Functional Linguistics. Hyper Themes are the 

first sentences of the paragraphs and they are the point of departure of the topic developed in it. Hyper Rhemes are 

in the last sentence of some paragraphs and they distilled the information that was given. 
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HT 12: Despite these limitations, this study brings important considerations about the 

opportunities and challenges in Brazilian policy and related strategies to implement on-the-

ground, local resources to address VAW. 

HT 13: Brazil has come a long way from nor recognizing VAW as a criminal offense to 

approving Maria da Penha Law. 

Ht 14: The Maria da Penha Law represents a great in guaranteeing women the right to lives 

that are free of violence and discrimination. 

 

 

The last sentence of each paragraph is the Hyper News which distills the information 

presented in the paragraph. However, not all the paragraphs contain Hyper News; generally 

Hyper News appear every three or four paragraphs in argumentative texts. The three 

researchers agreed that the following are the Hyper News of the fragment. Hyper News are 

less frequent than Hyper Themes because writing looks forward. 

 

Introduction 

HN1: In doing so, we explore how well formal rights and mandated services translate into 

protection for women experiencing violence. 

 

Discussion 

HN 1: In some contexts, more symmetric social ties, such as those with friends and neighbors, 

can be protective and contribute to the prevention of IPV. 

HN 2: The influence of those campaigns in prevalent gender norms should be measured to 

inform policy of potential indirect effects of the legislation in preventing and stopping VAW. 

HN 3: These educational strategies should be accompanied by more focused efforts to 

protect children from exposure to domestic violence, as CEDAW suggests. 

HN 4: From the findings, it appears that women who turn to services are generally those 

experiencing the most extreme forms of abuse. 

HN 5: Comprehensive strategies focused on promoting gender equality to prevent violence 

against women are needed and should expand their reach beyond women who experience 

violence to include communities of men and women of diverse age groups, race and sexual 

orientation. 

 

 

Finally, students had to advance a specific hypothesis. These were read and classified in 

correct, general, and incorrect. We expected that in a correct hypotheses students included 

the topic (violence against women), the context, and the problem detected by the research 

and the authors’ recommendations. This information was given in the first and some of the last 

sentences of the paragraphs. 

 

Group 

 

Students Correct % General % Incorrect % 

1 19 14 73.68 3 15.79 2 10.53 

2 18 6 33.33 11 61.11 1 5.56 

 37 20 54.06 14 37.83 3 8.11 
Table 2: analysis of the specific hypotheses produced by students 

 

From the observation of the above table we conclude that a low percentage of students in 

both groups advanced incorrect hypotheses (8.11%). In group 1, a high percentage was able 

to produce correct hypotheses (73.68%) however, in group 2 the percentage was much lower 

(33.33%). In this group a high percentage advanced general hypotheses instead of specific 

hypotheses. The difference between the groups was probably due to the incorrect 

application of an adequate strategy for this text. IN group one, which had better results, 

94.74% of the students (18 students) admitted they had read paragraph boundaries to build a 

specific hypothesis. In this group, 14 (73.68%) students advanced a correct hypothesis, 3 

students (16.67%) built a general hypothesis, and 1 student (5.56%) wrote an incorrect 

hypothesis. In the other group, 61.11% (11 students) chose this strategy, within this group only 4 

students (22.22%) were able to produce a correct hypothesis. 
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Examples of hypotheses provided by the students 

 

Correct hypothesis: 

En las últimas décadas se ha comenzado a considerar la violencia contra la mujer 

como un acto de violación de los derechos humanos, por lo que se han comenzado 

a planear estrategias para su erradicación como en este caso en Brasil donde a 

través del gobierno y ONGs se han propuesto distintas maneras de combatir dichas 

violaciones para que cada vez haya menos mujeres golpeadas y maltratadas. 

(Student 2)5 

 

General hypothesis: 

Aplicación de estrategias de parte del gobierno de Brasil en auxilio a las mujeres 

víctimas de la violencia de género.6 

 

Incorrect hypothesis 

La violencia hacia las mujeres, por parte de su pareja, trae consigo consecuencias 

para el estado de salud de las mismas.7 

 

WHILE READING STAGE 

The first task they had to do was to look for specific information, they had to explain what 

three acronyms stood for: VAW (violence against women), CEDAW (Convention on the 

elimination of all forms of discrimination against women), WHO (World Health Organization).  

 

Group Students Acronyms 

Quantity % 

1 19 19 100 

2 18 17 94.44 

 37 36 97.3 
             Table 3: Results of the searching for specific information 

 

From the observation of the preceding table, we can gather that this task was not difficult to 

accomplish by the students because 97.3% were able to do it correctly. 

 

In the second task they had to identify the function of the connector yet and to show 

comprehension of the concepts joined by this connector by paraphrasing both of them in 

Spanish. In this case the connector was used to indicate contrast and the concepts were: 1) 

one of the main strategies to reduce violence focuses on creating and expanding services 

and institutions to assist women who experience violence, 2) it is not clear how well these 

services suit the protection and support needs of the women experiencing violence. 

 

Yet, as calls for action against violence continue to grow and advocates and pro-active 

nations promote legislation and support services to assist violence survivors, it remains unclear 

how well these services suit the protection and support needs of the women experiencing 

violence 

 

In group 1, 15 students (78.94%) recognized the function of the connector and in group 2, 14 

students (77.78%). As regards concept paraphrasing in Spanish, we see that 16 students 

(84.21%) in group 1 paraphrased both concepts correctly whereas in group 2 only 12 students 

(66.67%) were able to paraphrase them. Concept 2 was more difficult for the students but it 

was an important concept for the general text comprehension.  

 

                                                        
4 In the last decades, violence against women has begun to be considered as an act of human rights violation. For 

this reason, strategies to eradicate this problem have begun to be planned for example in Brazil where the 

government and NGOs have proposed different ways to struggle against these violations so that fewer and fewer 

women are beaten and ill - treated.  
5 Application of Brazilian government strategies to help women who are victims of gender violence. 
6 Violence against women on behalf of their couples has consequences on women’s health (the translation is ours).  
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Group Connector 

Concepts 1 & 2 Concept 1 Concept 2 None 

  %  %  %  % 

19 16 84.21 3 15.79 0 0 0 0 

 

18 12 66.67 5 27.78 0 0 1 5.56 

 

37 28 75.68 8 21.62 0 0 1 2.7 

 
  Table 4: Results of concept paraphrasing 

 

POST READING STAGE 

Main idea writing 

Students’ main ideas were read by three teachers and classified as correct, incomplete, 

general, incorrect and not done. We expected our students to include in their correct ideas 

the context in which the research about women’s violence was carried out, the government 

measures regarding women´s assistance, the lack of enough prevention strategies, the 

research limitations and the author’s proposal regarding the need to create multidisciplinary 

networks to protect women. Those who wrote a general idea were able to include the text 

topic but they could not connect it to important subconcepts. In the incomplete main ideas 

some important subconcepts were missing. In the incorrect main ideas, students 

misunderstood the main concepts. 

 
Group Students Type 

Correct Incomplete General Incorrect Not done 

1 19 6 31.58% 1 5.26% 11 57.89% 0 0% 1 5.26% 

 

2 18 1 5.56% 1 5.56% 12 66.67% 4 22.22% 0 0% 

 

 37 7 18.92% 2 5.40% 23 62.16% 4 10.81% 1 2.70% 

 

  Table 5: Classification of main ideas produced by the students 

 

As the above table shows, students had serious problems in writing correct main ideas 

because only 18.92% were able to build an appropriate idea. A high percentage wrote 

general main ideas, that is, they could not go further the text topic. In group 2, four students 

(10.81%) wrote an incorrect main idea. 

 

Examples of main ideas written by students 

 

The problem of gender violence  

Dado que en las últimas tres décadas el aumento de la violencia contra la mujer fue 

creciendo, se ha comenzado a considerarla como un acto de violación de los 

derechos humanos, por lo cual distintas estrategias gubernamentales y no 

gubernamentales han comenzado a emplearse en el mundo y más específicamente 

en este caso en Brasil donde el estudio realizado muestra distintos hallazgos como la 

falta de denuncia de casos de violencia por parte de las mujeres lo cual marca que 

se necesitan medidas de prevención y la necesidad de abordar el problema con un 

trabajo interdisciplinario. (Student 2)8  

 

Student 2 wrote a correct hypothesis and his main idea was built from the hypothesis.  

 

General main idea 

                                                        
7 As in the last three decades violence against women has increased, it has begun to be considered as an act of 

violation of human rights, that is why different government and NGO strategies have begun to be used in the world 

and specifically in Brazil where a study carried out shows different findings such as the lack of women’s impeachment 

of violence which shows that prevention measures are needed as well as to deal with the problem through an 

interdisciplinary work. (The English version is ours) 
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El problema de la violencia de género sigue siendo un flagelo mundial, leyes como 

María da Penha en Brasil y el análisis de los casos llevado a cabo por organismos 

internacionales han avanzado en la lucha contra el abuso, el maltrato y la 

discriminación, trazando estrategias de equidad social. (Student 1)9 Student 1 wrote a 

wrong hypothesis, did not state the strategy selected and was not able to write a 

correct main idea. 

 

Incorrect main idea 

La violencia en contra de la mujer en Brasil, ha aumentado en las últimas décadas 

aunque el gobierno implantó estrategias a favor de la igualdad de género esto se 

debe a que este no lo reconoce como una ofensa criminal. (Student 26)10 

 

Student 26 wrote a too general hypothesis and he could not write a correct main idea. This 

correlation between hypotheses and main ideas was studied with a bigger group of students 

in previous research projects. (González, 2003). 

 

Main ideas were written in Spanish and they were also analyzed to see if there were cohesion, 

coherence and punctuation problems that could have interfered with the correct main idea 

writing. We observed that about 15% of students had this kind of problems. In this level we did 

not detect so many writing problems as in main ideas written by students who were attending 

Elementary level. 

 

 

Group Students Writing 

Connectors Cohesion Punctuation 

1 18 1 5.56% 2 11.11% 2 11.11% 

 

2 19 4 21.05% 4 21.05% 3 15.79% 

 

 37 5 13.51% 6 16.20% 5 13.51% 

 
  Table 6: Results of main idea writing problems 

 

Finally we analyzed the outlines according to a taxonomy designed for this experiment. The 

categories used were: correct (hierarchical, linear and incomplete), general and incorrect 

(González, 2013). Students who can identify the most important concepts and subconcepts 

that appear in the text and establish interrelations among them, can draw a correct outline. 

In this case, we expected students to include the following concepts: a central concept 

(violence against women), the context (Brazil), women’s attitudes towards violence, 

assistance, prevention, research limitations, and author’s proposal. The correct outlines can 

be subdivided into hierarchical, linear and incomplete because there are different levels of 

achievement of this task. A hierarchical outline includes all main concepts and subconcepts 

developed in the text, arranged hierarchically and interrelated, the concepts should be 

ordered from the most general one to the more specific ones. A linear outline reproduces the 

text following the order in which concepts are presented instead of reconstructing the 

hierarchy and interrelations among them. In general outlines important subconcepts are not 

included so they result in a totally schematic or simplified representation of the information 

that appears in the text. We consider the outline is incorrect when the most important 

concepts were misunderstood. 

 

 

 

                                                        
8 The problem of gender violence is still a world scourge, laws like Maria de la Penha in Brazil and the case analysis 

carried out by international organizations have made progress in the struggle against abuse, ill-treatment, and 

discrimination developing social equity strategies. (The English version is ours) 
9 The violence against women in Brazil has increased in the last decades although the government developed 

strategies in favor of gender equality this is why it does not consider this problem as a criminal offense. (The English 

version is ours) 
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Group Students Hierarchical Linear Incomplete 

1 19 8 42.11% 2 10.53% 4 21.05% 

 

2 18 2 11.11% 0 0 7 38.89% 

 

 37 10 17.03% 2 27.03% 11 29.73% 

 
Table 7: Results of the correct outlines drawn by the students 

 

There are important differences between the two groups regarding the construction of 

hierarchical outlines as it is shown in the above table. There were 42.11% of this type  (21.05&) 

in group 1 and 11.11% in group 2. Only two students in group 1 (10.53%) produced linear 

outlines whereas in group 2 there were no linear outlines. The percentage of incomplete 

outlines in group 2 (38.89%) is higher than in group 1 (21.05%)  

 

Examples of outlines drawn by students 

 

Hierarchical outline 

 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                     

                   Violencia de parejas pasajeras 

                                                                                                 

 
 

 

 

      

INVESTIGACION              LIMITACIONES              Falta de registro 

                                                                                                                                         

                         

       Ayuda de familiares y amigos 
        CONTEXTO                                                                                               ACTITUD ESTATAL 

       

 

Actitud mujeres                                                                   Asistencia                   Escasa prevención 

 

   Casos leves      ≠           casos graves                                        

                                                                                                          Educación                            Medios 

                        

      Silencio           ≠                          Búsqueda de ayuda                                                 

            Campañas 

 

Ausencia de búsqueda de ayuda                                              Violencia de género en currícula 

                                            

                                                      Medidas judiciales          Asistencia sanitaria 

                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

Avances equidad de género en Brasil 

Ley María da Penha 

Necesidad de una red 

multidisciplinaria para prevención 
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Linear outline 

 

 

 

                                                

 
 

                                         Legales                   Polciales                               sistenciales 

 

 

 

                                     

          

 

       Contexto                            Normas de su comunidad                              Involucramiento de los hijos     

 

Expectativas románticas                                              Temor a quedarse sola 

 

                                          

                                                         Resultados de la investigación 

 

                     

                                              Las políticas no llegan a todas las mujeres 

                                                                                   Sino 

                                   

                                                    A mujeres en violencia extrema 

 

                                  

                                              Necesidad de modificar estrategias 

 

This outline follows the text and establishes cause- effect connections than are not presented 

in the text. Besides, there is a misunderstanding of the false cognate policies (policiales).  

 

The percentages of general outlines are mostly the same in both groups. and students from 

group 2 produced more incorrect outlines (33.33%). 

 

 

Group Students General Incorrect Not done 

 

1 19 2 10.53% 1 5.26% 1 5.26% 

 

2 18 2 11.11% 6 33.33% 2 11.11% 

 

 37 4 10.81% 7 18.92% 3 8.11% 

 
   Table 8: Results of incorrect outlines drawn by students 

 

 

 

Estrategias contra violencia de 

género 

 

Impacto en la vida de la mujer 
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General outline 

                                           Violencia contra la mujer en Brasil 

 

           

                   Servicios e instituciones de asistencia            Ley Maria da Penha 

 

 

 

 

            No es clara su real efectividad                                   Avance en la lucha por los derechos 

 

                     

 

 

                          Necesidad de real aplicación en la práctica, límites y desafíos 

 

In this outline, student 9 selected some main concepts but excluded important concepts and 

subconcepts, for example the research is missing. Besides, this student tends to narrate the 

text instead of abstracting concepts and expressing them in a noun phrase. As this student 

also wrote a general main idea we think he has difficulties in concept selection from a written 

text. 

Incorrect outline 
                                    Políticas de Brasil no influyeron en 

                                                   Violencia contra la mujer 

 

 

 

Minimiza la importancia de su experiencia                Sumisión y obediencia de género 

 

                                           
                                                         Falta de penalización 

 

                               

 

                                     No reconocimiento de la violencia como ofensa criminal 

 

Student 26 did not select the most important concepts and misunderstood what he/she had 

read because Brazil’s policies did produce a change in the approach to the problem of 

gender violence. The authors consider that what had been done was not enough. This 

student wrote a too general hypothesis and an incorrect main idea. 

 

Conclusions 

There are important differences in the performance of both groups of students. In the pre-

reading stage, group 2 had more difficulties in matching general academic vocabulary with 

the bibliographical information in spite of the fact that this type of lexis is frequently focused in 

the reading comprehension lessons. These difficulties are not perceived in group 1 because 

89.47% of the students were able to do the task correctly. 

 

A high percentage of students in both groups (78.38%) selected an appropriate strategy to 

advance a specific hypothesis: the reading of paragraph boundaries. But an examination of 

the correlation between the strategy chosen and the specific hypotheses shows that students 

from group 2 probably chose an adequate strategy for the length of this text but they did not 

look for important information in the selected sentences so the strategy was not properly used. 

As a result, only 33.33% built a correct hypothesis whereas in group 1, 73.68% of the students 

were able to write a good specific hypothesis. 

 

Both groups were successful in looking for specific information: 97.3% of the students were 

able to explain correctly the three acronyms. A high percentage of students recognized the 

function of the connector yet (78.37%) in the cotext in which it appeared and were able to 

paraphrase both concepts correctly (75.68%). 
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Students had serious problems in writing correct main ideas, only 18.92% were able to build an 

appropriate idea. Group 2 students had a lot of difficulties with this task because only one 

student wrote a correct main idea whereas in group 1 the percentages were better: 31.58% 

wrote correct main ideas. A high percentage from both groups (62.16%) wrote general main 

ideas, that is, they were not able to include the subconcepts and establish interrelations 

among them. As we did not see many writing problems, we consider that the main difficulty 

was the selection and hierarchization of main concepts and subconcepts.  

 

The drawing of the outline of the discussion section also proved difficult for them and we can 

see differences between the two groups. Group 2 students drew more incorrect and 

incomplete outlines and fewer hierarchical outlines. 

 

As we saw there were important differences between the two groups of students, we decided 

to compare students’ profiles. We saw that 50% of group 1 students had an elementary level 

of the English language; the other 50% had an intermediate level whereas in group 2 

everybody had an elementary level of knowledge of English. As regards university experience, 

60% of group 2 students we beginning their studies, 20% had passed the general subjects and 

only 20% were finishing their studies. In group 1, 50% were about to finish their studies, so they 

probably had more experience in reading academic texts and they had more knowledge of 

the English language, about 65% had an intermediate level of English. Anyway, there is a 

variable that was not considered in this study: reading experience in Spanish. Probably, 

students from group 1 are better readers and writers than students from group 2. These 

differences in students’ profiles may account for some of the discrepancies observed as 

reading comprehension is the result of interrelation of variables. 
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Appendix 

Excerpt used  

 

Kiss, L., D'Oliveira, A., Zimmerman, C., Heise, L., Schraiber, L., & Watts, C. (2012). “Brazilian policy responses 
to violence against women: Government strategy and the help-seeking behaviors of women who 

experience violence”. In Health and Human Rights: An International Journal, 13 (2).  

Introduction 

For more than three decades, there has been increasing recognition that violence against women 

(VAW) constitutes a widespread human rights violation.1-4International standard-setting instruments such 

as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) support this 

recognition.5 Following this attention to violence against women, evidence on the individual and public 

health implications of abuse has steadily emerged. For example, the World Health Organization Multi-

Country Study on Domestic Violence and Women's Health found that women around the world 
experience high levels of physical or sexual violence by an intimate partner. The WHO study found that 

prevalence of reported intimate partner violence ranged from 15% in Japan to 71% in Ethiopia.6 These 

rates are very high, especially when we consider that women are likely to underreport experiences of 

violence.7 Moreover, research on health consequences has found that VAW results in a wide range of 

health problems, including injury, chronic pain, coronary heart disease, spastic colon, digestive 

problems, vaginal bleeding, pelvic pain, miscarriages, low birth weight, unintended pregnancies, 

depression, anxiety, memory loss, appetite loss, and alcohol and drug abuse.8-13 

As the global agenda was set to eliminate VAW, civil society mobilized and certain governments have 

responded with policies, national legislation, and on-the-ground strategies to protect women from 

violence and support those who seek assistance. International agencies such as the United Nations and 

WHO have recognized violence as a public health concern and a human rights violation.14 In the 1980s, 

human and financial resources were made available for promoting gender equality and preventing 

violence against women at the global level. The United Nations had a central role in bringing together 

the global discussions and centralizing coordination of these resources. In 1984, the General Assembly 

established the United Nations Development Fund for Women as a separate and identifiable entity in 

autonomous association with the United Nations Development Programme. Later, this initiative 

developed into UNIFEM, which is currently part of UN Women.15-16 

Over the past three decades, in response to pressure from feminist movements and organized civil 

society, governments from developing countries have increasingly implemented policies and actions to 

tackle violence against women.17 One of the main strategies to reduce VAW still focuses on creating 

and expanding services and institutions to assist women who experience violence.18 

Yet, as calls for action against violence continue to grow and advocates and pro-active nations 

promote legislation and support services to assist violence survivors, it remains unclear how well these 

services suit the protection and support needs of the women experiencing violence. Moreover, in some 

countries, political turnover and widespread underfunding of services make it challenging to assess the 

effectiveness of these services.19 This paper examines Brazil's innovative strategy on violence against 

women in conjunction with data from the WHO multi-country study on women's experiences of violence 

and their use of services. In doing so, we explore how well formal rights and mandated services translate 

into protection for women experiencing violence. 

(…) 

Methods  

(…) 

Data and sample 

(…) 

Instruments and measures 

(…) 

Discussion 

Brazil's Maria da Penha Law on women's rights and violence against women undeniably advanced the 

fight against VAW and moved Brazil toward gender equality.51 The national feminist movement, with 

support from the international human rights framework, has achieved government recognition of the 

importance of VAW and promoted major legal and institutional transformations within the national 

scenario.21, 25 

Our findings suggest the importance of the women's close social networks in their help-seeking decision-

making and behaviors. Talking to family, friends, and neighbors were often the only resource women 

used to deal with the violence they experienced. When women went beyond their close social network 
of family or friends, they tended to seek help through the more familiar non-domestic violence-specific 

sources, which included the police, health workers, and priests. For a number of reasons, such as fear of 

http://www.hhrjournal.org/index.php/hhr/article/viewArticle/464/728#refs1
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the partner, shame, guilt, and attachment to the partner or relationship, women in both locations did 

not often seek formal support. More importantly, women minimized the importance of their experience 

and of IPV in general, dismissing potential formal help opportunities. 

The centrality of women's immediate social networks calls attention to the importance of prevalent 

gender norms at the community level. Violence can remain invisible and accepted in communities 

where it is regarded as a trivial part of everyday life.52 In such contexts, women may not only be less likely 

to disclose violence, but also be more inclined to justify and tolerate male abusive behavior. Family 

members, friends, and neighbors may sometimes reinforce acceptance of IPV and potentially increase 

risk of further violence.53-54 Informal support can provide women with the emotional and material 

conditions to escape from violence, but may also reinforce male violent behavior and female 

victimization. 55 Parents and family members may offer essential resources, such as money and housing, 

which may ultimately allow the woman to seek formal help or leave the violent relationship. However, 

the family can also sometimes pressure a woman to stay in a violent relationship or blame her for the 

violence, reinforcing gender norms of female submission and obedience. In some contexts, more 

symmetric social ties, such as those with friends and neighbors, can be protective and contribute to the 

prevention of IPV.56 

For Brazil's strategies to be successful in supporting women before violence becomes intolerable, 

messages about violence and equality need to reach informal networks. For example, community-

based interventions and social marketing campaigns have proven effective in other related intervention 

areas. In addition to the coordinated service network that is emerging in Brazil, promoting equitable 

gender norms and behaviors within communities will sensitize women's close social environment to the 
consequences of VAW and enable them to be more informed sources of support. The message of the 

law has been widely disseminated on television, radio, and other national media. The influence of those 

campaigns in prevalent gender norms should be measured to inform policy of potential indirect effects 

of the legislation in preventing and stopping VAW. 

Having children who witnessed violence was identified as the most important predictor of formal help-

seeking among women in SP. Women seemed more inclined to try a more formal solution or seek for 

support to negotiate an agreement if children were somehow in contact with the violence. Protecting 

children from violence in the family should indeed constitute a priority in long-term prevention of 

violence. Analyses of Brazilian and international data have shown the numerous deleterious 

consequences in children of exposure to IPV.57,58 The new Brazilian law against VAW tackles long-term 

preventive efforts by including VAW in schools' curriculum.25 These educational strategies should be 

accompanied by more focused efforts to protect children from exposure to domestic violence, as 

CEDAW suggests. 

Promoting primary preventive strategies should complement and not replace the investment in the 

multidisciplinary assistance network. Even if the informal network is a more readily available resource, 

women do seek formal help, especially when they experience severe violence or are injured as a result 

of IPV. Women who were injured or reported negative health consequences as a result of IPV were 

consistently more likely to look for formal help. Nonetheless, more than 40% of women who went to 

heath services because of violence did not tell the health provider about the cause of their injuries. 

It is possible that stigma, fear, and low expectations of assistance from health services prevents women 

from telling professionals about violence-in a similar way that women reported that it prevents them from 

seeking formal help. The lack of preparedness of health providers to respond or refer in cases violence 

could also contribute to women's silence. Evidence showed that, at the time of our research, there were 

still many barriers for primary health care provider in São Paulo to assist in cases of violence against 

women.33 In the past decade, however, the SP city council has actively supported the sensitization and 

training of health workers. An evaluation of this effort is timely in order to help better understand and 

explore the potential of the primary healthcare network to help prevent violence and offer more 

comprehensive assistance to women. If the visible consequences of violence are the only ones treated, 

women are likely keep returning to services with similar or worse complaints. 

Research has also suggested that romantic expectations about the relationship and the cultural 

meaning attached to not having a partner may lead to women's ambivalence towards their partners, 

and consequently, keep them from seeking help.59 In a common abusive cycle, the partners may 

oscillate between loving and violent behavior, and therefore a woman may feel caught between the 

thought that she loves the partner but hates the violence.60Moreover, women may not seek help from 

services because they fear losing their home or children.59 Our findings suggest that this may be the case 

for less severe cases, but when tangible and urgent consequences or dangers are present, women do 

tend to seek more structured help. 
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Women were more likely to seek formal help when they experienced concrete and limiting 

consequences of violence, such as health problems, impact on children, disruption of work, and leaving 

home because of the violence. Most of the body of the Brazilian new law is dedicated to police and 

court intervention and to multidisciplinary assistance in cases of domestic violence.51 For detection and 

assistance purposes, it is, therefore, important to consider that these cases are often characterized by 

severe physical violence, resulting injuries, heightened perception of mental health problems, exposure 

of children, and may be accompanied by other social issues, such as housing needs and work 

disruption. 

These findings indicate that women may be in immediate need of protection from the perpetrator, and 

that, in addition to criminal measures, more focused health assistance and social work are needed. 

Health providers should also be prepared to detect, assist, and refer cases. The multidisciplinary 

approach also needs to incorporate a more integrative cross-departmental strategy. Finally, from an 

epidemiological perspective, figures on female homicides should be monitored more closely, and 

quality of routine data should be homogenous across the country. For the civil society, government and 

NGOs it is also essential to think about how to reach and prevent cases, which may not spontaneously 

present to the VAW assistance resources. 

This study was developed from secondary data and has several limitations. First, we only analyzed 

violence perpetrated by an intimate partner in the present paper, not including violence perpetrated 

by other aggressors. Despite IPV being the most common form of VAW, women are also exposed to 

other common and severe violence such as child sexual abuse, dating violence, and rape by men other 

than her partner.1, 4 Intimate partner violence is also the type of VAW that the Brazilian government and 
feminist movement prioritizes.22 Secondly, data on women's experiences of IPV was collected for any 

partner the woman may have had, whereas questions on her responses to violence and his controlling 

behavior included only her current or most recent partner. Therefore, there may have been 

misclassification of cases in which violence was not perpetrated by the current or more recent partner, 

and the odds ratio for severe physical, emotional, or sexual violence may be underestimated. Further 

studies should be carried out in order to understand associations between partner's behavior and 

responses to IPV. Thirdly, we have no data on whether families' and friends' attempts to help women 

were effective in stopping the violence or preventing new episodes. 

Despite these limitations, this study brings important considerations about the opportunities and 

challenges in Brazilian policy and related strategies to implement on-the-ground, local resources to 

address VAW. It suggests that while international standards can foster national and local measures for 

women experiencing violence, states need to undertake wider and more locally informed strategies to 

increase awareness and prevention of and protection against violence in order to ensure that the 

available services are used by the largest group of women who need assistance or advice. From the 

findings, it appears that women who turn to services are generally those experiencing the most extreme 

or life-impinging forms of abuse. 

Brazil has come a long way from not recognizing VAW as a criminal offense to approving the Maria da 

Penha Law. Nonetheless, the emphasis placed on responding to violence versus preventing cases may 

limit the law's reach and downplay the importance of awareness and prevention efforts. Evidence has 

shown the central role of gender norms in creating dispositions towards violent behavior against 

women.18, 53, 61-63 Creating a society where domestic violence is truly unacceptable depends heavily on 

transforming gender norms and social structures that discriminate against and disadvantage 

women.64Comprehensive strategies focused on promoting gender equality to prevent violence against 

women are needed and should expand their reach beyond women who experience violence to 

include communities of men and women of diverse age groups, race and sexual orientation. 

The Maria da Penha Law represents a great step in guaranteeing women the right to lives that are free 

of violence and discrimination.51 In 2007, the CEDAW committee, in its 39th session, congratulated Brazil 

for its sustainable political will and commitment in eliminating discrimination against women. The 

committee encouraged Brazil to establish effective measures for the full implementation of the new 

law.22 It is now important to understand how well these rights are translating into practice and to realize 

what limitations are preventing their full actualization. International and national law has the capacity to 

shape the cultural meaning of gender, gender inequality, and gender-based violence, and ultimately 

translate CEDAW's broader intentions into actions that can impact the lives of all women at risk of 

violence. Data-informed policy can help bridge this gap. 
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http://www.hhrjournal.org/index.php/hhr/article/viewArticle/464/728#refs3
http://www.hhrjournal.org/index.php/hhr/article/viewArticle/464/728#refs2
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Four categories of manuscripts will be received, contributions, research articles, pedagogical experiences in 

ESP, and reviews.  

 Contributions 

In this section, articles by prestigious ESP specialists will be published.  

 

 Research Articles 

This is a section devoted to the publication of research articles which will be refereed by our Academic 

Editorial Board. 

 Articles should report original research. 

 Full-length articles should be no more than 5,500 words in length, excluding appendices.  

 Each submission should include an abstract of no more than 150 words, and a list of five to seven 

keywords. All article manuscripts submitted to ARTESOLESP Journal will go through a two-step review 

process.  

 Biodata of the author (s) should be included. (No more than  70 words) 

Research articles should generally include the following sections: 

1- Abstract  

2- Five to seven keywords. 

3- The introduction includes: 

 The research issue 

 The underlying theoretical framework. 

 A description of the methodological tradition in which the study was conducted. 

 Research hypotheses or questions. 

4- Method section:  

 Description of participants and research context. 

 A detailed description of data collection and analysis procedures. 

 Description of the apparatus or materials used.  

 Explanation of the procedures and the steps in the research  

5- Results section:  
 Presentation of graphs and tables that help to explain the results. 

 For quantitative research, presentation of descriptive and inferential statistics used to analyze the 

data.  

 For qualitative research, data should reflect prolonged engagement, observation, and 

triangulation. 

6- Discussion section:  

 An evaluation and interpretation of the results. 

  Discussion of alternative explanations.   

 Causal inferences should be cautiously made.  

 Results of the study should not be overly interpreted or generalized.  

 Linking the results obtained in the study to original hypotheses.  

 Presentation of the implications and any limitations of the study.  

7- Conclusion:  

 Summary and general implications of the study.  

 Suggestions for further research 

8- References in APA format. 

9- Appendices of instrument(s) used. 

 

 

ARTESOLESP E-journal receives submissions of unpublished manuscripts on any topic related to the area of 

ESP. Each manuscript must include the names, affiliation, and e-mail addresses of all authors, an abstract 

of no more than 150 words, and a list of five to seven keywords. A brief biographical statement 

(maximum 100 words, in sentence format) for each author is also required, (this information will be 

removed when the articles are distributed for blind review.) Articles should be submitted in Microsoft Word 

or RTF document format. Full-length articles should be no more than 5,500 words in length, excluding 

appendices.  

 

 
ARTESOLESP Journal follows the guidelines of the fifth edition of the Publication Manual of the 

American Psychological Association published by the American Psychological Association (APA) in 

2001. http://www4.uwsp.edu/psych/mp/APA/apa4b.htm Manuscripts submitted to ESP Journal must 

conform to APA format.  

 

http://www4.uwsp.edu/psych/mp/APA/apa4b.htm
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 Pedagogical experiences in ESP 

This section includes the description of organization and development of new courses using ESP. 

 

Manuscripts should report original pedagogical experiences: teaching techniques and methodologies, 

management of different teaching situations, testing and assessment, materials development. 

 

 Reviews 

This section includes reviews of books and journals published by Universities, Teacher Training Colleges and other 

institutions interested in the development of ESP courses or studies. 

 

Reviews of individual books, journals or reading instructional software should not be longer than 1,600 words. The 

following information should be included at the beginning of the review:  

* Author(s) 

* Title 

* Publication date 

* Publisher 

* Publisher City and Country 

* Number of pages 

* A biodata of the author (s) should be included. (No more than 70 words)  
 

REVIEW PROCESS 

All manuscripts submitted to ARTESOLESP Journal will go through a two-step review process. 

 Internal review 

The editors of the journal will first review each manuscript to see if it meets the basic requirements for articles 

published in the journal. 

 External review 

Submissions that meet the requirements stated above will be sent out for peer review from two to three experts 

in the field. This second review process takes 2–3 months. When this process is finished, the authors will receive 

copies of the external reviewers’ comments and will be notified as to the decision (acceptance, acceptance 

with changes, or rejection). 

GENERAL PUBLICATION POLICIES 

 

The following policies apply to all articles, reviews, and commentaries:  

1. All submissions must conform to the requirements of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological 

Association (5th edition). Authors are responsible for the accuracy of references and citations, which must be in 

APA format.  

2. Manuscripts that have already been published elsewhere or are being considered for publication elsewhere 

will not be considered for publication in ARTESOLESP Journal. It is the responsibility of the author to inform the 

editor of the existence of any similar work that is already published or under consideration for publication 

elsewhere.  

3. Authors of accepted manuscripts will assign to ARTESOLESP Journal the permanent right to electronically 

distribute the article.  
4. The editors of ARTESOLESP Journal reserve the right to make editorial changes in any manuscript accepted for 

publication for the sake of style or clarity. Authors will be consulted only if the changes are substantial.  

5.  Articles are copyrighted by their respective authors, but if published after electronic appearance, 

ARTESOLESP Journal will be acknowledged as the initial locus of publication. 

6. The views expressed in ARTESOLESP Journal do not necessarily represent the views of ARTESOL. 

 

  By electronic mail send the material to: 
artesolespjournal@gmail.com 
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